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ABSTRACT
Li, Tianjian. Ph.D., Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
Wright State University, 2007. On Optimal Survivability Design in WDM
Optical Networks under Scheduled Traffic Models.
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks are widely viewed as
the most appropriate choice for future Internet backbone with the potential to fulfill
the ever-growing demands for bandwidth. WDM divides the enormous bandwidth of
an optical fiber into many non-overlapping wavelength channels, each of which may
operate at the rate of 10 Gigabit per second or higher. A failure in a network such
as a cable cut may result in a tremendous loss of data. Therefore, survivability is a
very important issue in WDM optical networks.
The objective of this dissertation is to address the survivability provisioning prob-
lem in WDM optical networks under a scheduled traffic model and a sliding scheduled
traffic model that we propose. In contrast to the conventional traffic models consid-
ered in communication networks such as static traffic model and dynamic random
traffic model, the scheduled traffic model and the sliding scheduled traffic model are
able to capture the traffic characteristics of applications that require capacity on a
time-limited basis. They also give service providers more flexibility in provisioning
the requested demands and a better opportunity to optimize the network resources.
The survivability provisioning problem is to determine a pair of link-disjoint paths
under the link failure model or a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths under the Shared Risk
Link Group (SRLG) failure model, one working path and one protection path, for
each demand in a given set of traffic demands with the objective of minimizing the
total resources used by all traffic demands while 100% restorability is guaranteed
against any single failure.
To provision survivable service under the scheduled traffic model, we develop two
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sets of integer linear program (ILP) formulations for joint and non-joint optimiza-
tions using different protection schemes such as dedicated and shared path based
protections. We also design a capacity provision matrix based Iterative Survivable
Routing (ISR) algorithm with different demand scheduling policies to solve the sur-
vivable routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem. In addition, we extend
the heuristic algorithm design from dealing with single link failure to single SRLG
failure.
The issue of survivability provisioning in WDM optical networks under the sliding
scheduled traffic model has never been addressed by the research community. In the
dissertation, we carry out the following tasks under this traffic model: (a) develop-
ment of RWA ILP optimization formulations for dedicated and shared path based
protection; (b) design and implementation of efficient heuristic algorithms for shared
path based protection. Specifically, in the proposed heuristic algorithm, we introduce
a demand time conflict reduction algorithm to minimize the time overlapping among
a set of demands by properly placing a demand within its associated time window;
and (c) extending the heuristic algorithm design under the single link failure model
to the single SRLG failure model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of the Internet has resulted in an exponential growth in bandwidth
demands. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) divides the enormous bandwidth
of an optical fiber into many non-overlapping wavelength channels. WDM optical
networks are able to meet the rapid growth of bandwidth demands and are considered
to be the most appropriate choice for future Internet backbone. Currently, dense
WDM (DWDM) technologies can achieve up to 320 wavelengths per fiber with each
wavelength carrying 10 Gbps, resulting in a total transmission capacity of up to 3.2
Tbps [2]. It is expected that each wavelength channel can carry 40 Gbps or more in the
near future. Since a fiber is capable of carrying multiple wavelengths simultaneously,
each of which may operate at the rate of 10 Gigabit per second or higher, a failure
in a network such as a cable cut may result in a tremendous loss of data. Therefore,
survivability is a very important issue in WDM optical networks and has attracted
much recent research.
1.1 WDM Optical Networks
In the dissertation, we consider all-optical networks wherein signals are processed
optically from end to end, i.e., without any opto-electronic (O/E) or electro-optical
(E/O) conversion at intermediate switching equipment. An end-to-end all optical
connection is called a lightpath.
1.1.1 Wavelength Conversion Capabilities
In a WDM optical network, an optical switch or cross-connect (OXC) is wavelength
conversion capable if it can switch a signal from an input port on one wavelength
channel to an output port on another wavelength channel. Wavelength-routed net-
works with this capacity are referred to as wavelength-convertible networks [3]. Dif-
ferent levels of wavelength conversion capability are possible. An optical switch is
said to have full conversion capability if it can convert any given wavelength chan-
nel to any other wavelength. A wavelength-convertible network that supports full
wavelength conversion at all nodes is functionally equivalent to a circuit-switched
network, i.e., connection requests are blocked only when there is no available ca-
pacity on the path. Wavelength-convertible networks may have limited wavelength
conversion capabilities. For example, a network is said to have limited conversion if
all the switches in it can only convert any given wavelength channel to a limited range
of wavelengths; it is said to be sparse conversion capable if only a limited number of
switches in the network have full conversion capability. When wavelength conversion
is not available, a lightpath must use the same wavelength on all the links traversed
in a WDM optical network. This requirement is known as the wavelength continu-
ity constraint. Wavelength-routed networks with this constraint are referred to as
wavelength-continuous networks. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the differences for a single input
and single output port situation; the case for multiple ports is more complicated but
similar.
1λ
2λ
3λ
1λ
2λ
3λ
1λ
2λ
3λ
1λ
2λ
3λ
1λ
2λ
3λ
1λ
2λ
3λ
(a) No conversion (b) Limited conversion (c) Full conversion
Fig. 1.1: Wavelength conversion.
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Although previous research [3, 4] has shown that wavelength conversion enables
more efficient resource utilization and may reduce the lightpath blocking probability
significantly by resolving the wavelength conflicts of lightpath routing, wavelength
converters should not be used arbitrarily due to their high costs and possible sig-
nal quality degradation for some converter types. It has been demonstrated that a
relatively small number of converters is sufficient for a certain level of performance
[5–13]. In this work, however, we assume full wavelength conversion in all-optical
wavelength-routed networks. This assumption simplifies the problems investigated in
the work and allows us to concentrate on their essential characters.
1.1.2 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
A unique feature of optical WDM networks is the tight coupling between routing and
wavelength assignment. A lightpath is established in a network by selecting a route
of physical links between the source and destination nodes, and reserving a partic-
ular wavelength on each of these links for the lightpath. In establishing an optical
connection, therefore, we must deal with both routing (selecting a suitable route)
and wavelength assignment (allocating an available wavelength for the connection).
The resulting problem is referred to as the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
problem [14]. It is significantly more difficult than the routing problem in electronic
networks. In fact, most RWA problems have been proved to be NP-complete. For
instance, the problem of setting up lightpaths for all the connection demands in a
given demand set is known as the static lightpath establishment (SLE) problem [14].
The objective of the problem is to minimize network resources such as the number of
wavelengths or the number of wavelength-links in the network. The work [14] showed
that the SLE problem is a NP-complete problem.
3
1.2 Protection and Restoration
Various approaches to provisioning survivability exist for both non-WDM and WDM
optical networks [15]. Fig. 1.2 illustrates different approaches. These approaches can
generally be divided into protection (a.k.a. pre-designed approaches, proactive ap-
proaches) and restoration (a.k.a. reactive approaches) [16]. Specifically, protection
refers to techniques that use preassigned capacity to ensure survivability while tech-
niques that re-route affected traffic after a failure occurrence using available capacity
is referred to as restoration [16]. In general, protection based approaches offer faster
recovery times while restoration based approaches may be more resource efficient.
Various fault-resilient schemes can be designed at IP and/or WDM layers to protect
users’ traffic from disruptions due to failures. WDM layer survivability is desirable
due to its many advantages: speed, simplicity, effectiveness, and transparency [15].
Protection/Restoration Schemes
Protection Restoration
Path
Protection
Link
Protection
Dedicated
Protection
Shared
Protection
Dedicated
Protection
Shared
Protection
Path
Restoration
Link
Restoration
Fig. 1.2: Different protection and restoration schemes.
Protection based approaches can be further divided into path based and link
based schemes, respectively. In path based protection schemes, upon a link failure,
the source and the destination of each connection affected by the failure switch to its
corresponding protection wavelength path that is routed on a fiber-disjoint path from
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the affected connection, as shown in Fig. 1.3(a). Link based protection schemes re-
route (or loop back) traffic around the failed link and involve only the nodes adjacent
to the link failure (i.e., the end nodes of the failed link are responsible for recovery),
as shown in Fig. 1.3(b). On the other hand, path based protection schemes need a
mechanism to notify the source and the destination of the affected connection of the
failure. However, path based protection schemes may be more resource efficient and
usually offer a shorter end-to-end recovery route than link based protection techniques
[17, 18]. We therefore consider path based protection in this work.
0 34 5
1 2
6 7
Working Protection
Source Destination
0 34 5
1 2
6 7
Source Destination
Working Protection
(a) Path protection (b) Link protection
Fig. 1.3: Protection schemes.
Based on whether backup network resource sharing is allowed or not, path based
protection schemes can be classified into dedicated path based protection approaches
and shared path based protection approaches. In the former case, the resources on the
links of a protection path are reserved for a given working connection. Two protection
paths sharing some common fiber links must use different wavelengths even if their
corresponding working paths are link-disjoint. In the latter case, on the other hand,
resource sharing among protection paths is allowed and multiple protection paths
can go through common fiber links as long as their working and protection paths
satisfy certain constraints, e.g, their working paths are link-disjoint. For example, we
need to establish three connections in an example network shown in Fig. 1.4 with the
objective of minimizing the total wavelength-links used in the network by employing
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shared path protection scheme. We assume the connection requests are processed
sequentially and the wavelength continuity constraint is required in the network.
In Fig. 1.4(a), the first connection (0, 1) has been established in the network with a
working path (0 → 1) and a protection path (0 → 4 → 1). Both paths use wavelength
0 on all the links they traverse. When the second connection request (0, 2) arrives,
paths (0 → 1 → 2) and (0 → 4 → 5 → 2) are chosen to be the working path and the
protection path, respectively. The two working paths and the two protection paths
(Fig. 1.4(b)) use a common link (0, 1) and link (0, 4), respectively. Since any two
link-joint working paths must use different wavelengths, wavelength 1 on link (0, 1)
and link (1, 2) are assigned to working path WP2. We use (i, j : k) to refer to the k-th
wavelength-link on link (i, j). Since these two working paths are link-joint, protection
path PP2 and protection path PP1 cannot share the same wavelength-link (0, 4 : 0).
Instead PP2 has to use wavelength 1 in order to guarantee 100% restorability in case
that link (0, 1) fails. Suppose a third connection request (0, 3) arrives after these
two connections have been established in the network. If we jointly solve the RWA
problem given this request, the optimal solution is to choose path (0 → 6 → 7 → 3)
as the working path and (0 → 4 → 5 → 3) as the protection path. The total number
of additional wavelength-links to accommodate this connection request with shared
path protection is 4 which is the minimum among all feasible solutions. Fig. 1.4(c)
shows the network state after the third request has been established. In the figure,
protection path PP3 shares wavelength-links (0, 4 : 1) and (4, 5 : 1) with protection
path PP2 and wavelength-link (5, 3 : 1) is the only additional wavelength-link needed
by the new protection path. Therefore, overall 4 additional wavelength-links are
needed to accommodate the third request. By employing shared protection, therefore,
it is possible to utilize network resources more efficiently while still achieving 100%
restorability against single failure. The recovery time for shared path protection
schemes may be longer; but the overall resource utilization is much better compared
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with that of dedicated protection schemes [19, 20]. In this work, we will primarily
focus on shared path protection.
0 34 5
1 2
6 7
W
P1
:λ
=0
PP1:λ=0
0 34 5
1 2
6 7
W
P1
:λ
=0
PP1:λ=0
WP2:λ=1
PP2:λ=1
(a) One connection (b) Two connections
0 34 5
1 2
6 7
W
P1
:λ
=0
PP1:λ=0
WP2:λ=1
PP2:λ=1
WP3:λ=0
PP3:λ=1
(c) Three connections
Fig. 1.4: An illustration of how wavelengths are assigned for the working and protection
paths in shared path protection schemes(WP : Working Path; PP : Protection
Path).
1.3 Traffic Models
1.3.1 Conventional Traffic Models
A great deal of research has been conducted on survivability provisioning in WDM
optical networks. Previous work has considered several types of traffic models, e.g.,
static traffic, dynamic random traffic, admissible set, and incremental traffic. In
the static traffic model, all demands are known in advance and do not change over
time. For instance, a client company may request virtual private connectivity among
different company sites from a service provider. The objective is typically to minimize
the network resources, e.g., the number of wavelengths, converters, etc, or to maximize
throughput given a resource constraint [21]. This model does not allow dynamic call
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setup and tear-down. In the dynamic random traffic model, a demand is assumed to
arrive at a random time and last for a random amount of time. Usually statistical
models are used. These models assume certain arrival statistics (e.g., Poisson process)
and holding time (e.g., exponential distribution) for demands, as well as a certain
traffic distribution (e.g., uniform traffic). The design objective is typically to minimize
the call blocking probability, or to analytically model the call blocking probability
under various assumptions [22–28]. In the admissible set model, the objective is to
design networks to accommodate any traffic matrix from an admissible set. The set of
traffic matrices may be characterized by the maximum link load in the network [29],
or by actual device limitations in the network [30–32], e.g., the numbers of tunable
transmitters and tunable receivers at each end node (i.e., a node that sources and/or
sinks traffic sessions). A new session is said to be allowable if its arrival results in a
traffic matrix which is still in the set of admissible traffic. The goal is to minimize the
number of wavelengths used. The work in [30–33] mainly targeted at simple network
topologies (i.e., ring and torus). The work reported in [34] considered time-variant
offered traffic in the form of a set of traffic matrices at different instants for off-line
configuration so as to accommodate such time-varying traffic. The work in [35] also
used a set of traffic matrices to design and dimension a WDM mesh network to groom
dynamically varying traffic. In the incremental model [36, 37], traffic demands arrive
sequentially. Lightpaths are established for each demand, and remain in the network
indefinitely. The work in [38] on multi-period network planning was based on an
incremental traffic model and conducted network planning across several years to
produce incrementally a network capable of carrying all traffic predicted up to the
end of the planning horizon.
The literature on survivability provisioning in optical networks under conventional
traffic models is abundant (see [39–41] and references therein). For example, the
work in [1, 11, 41–45] proposed several joint working and protection paths planning
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approaches in survivable WDM networks. The corresponding optimization problems
have been proved to be NP-complete. Some recent work [11, 19, 46–48] considered
dynamic routing and wavelength assignment of lightpaths with protection require-
ments.
1.3.2 Scheduled Traffic Model
While the conventional traffic models are valid and useful in many circumstances,
they are not able to capture the traffic characteristics of applications that require
capacity during specific time intervals or circuit leasing on a short term basis. For
instance, a client company may request some scheduled demands for bandwidth from
a service provider to satisfy its communication requirements at a specific time, e.g.,
between headquarters and production centers during office hours or between data
centers during the night when backup of databases is performed and so on. Other ex-
amples include many US Department of Energy large-scale science applications (e.g.,
applications in high energy physics, climate data and computations, astrophysics,
etc) that must deliver, at scheduled time durations, hundreds of Gbps throughput
between two applications in near future and several Tbps within the next decade,
ranging from cooperative remote visualization of massive archival data through the
distribution of large amount of simulation data, to the interactive evolution of compu-
tations through computational steering [49]. These applications require provisioning
of scheduled dedicated channels or bandwidth pipes at a specific time with certain
duration. These scheduled bandwidth demands [50] are dynamic in nature. They are
not static since the demands only last during the specified intervals. They are not en-
tirely random either. In real networks, a mix of static, dynamic and scheduled traffic
is expected. The case studied in this dissertation with scheduled traffic only, though
somewhat extreme, is justified to study the extent of survivability performance gain
under the scheduled traffic model.
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In this dissertation, we consider a scheduled traffic model in which a set of sched-
uled traffic demands, D, is given, each demand of which is represented by a tuple
r = (s, d, n, α, β), where s and d are the source and destination nodes of the demand,
n is the number of requested lightpaths, α and β are the setup and teardown times
of the demand, respectively. We use D to denote the total number of demands. The
scheduled traffic model is different from the static and dynamic random traffic models
generally assumed in the literature. In the static traffic model, all demands are known
in advance and do not change over time, while the dynamic random traffic assumes
that a demand arrives at a random time, the inter-arrival time and holding time of
demands are random or conform to some probability distribution. The scheduled
traffic model is more deterministic, and the time dimension of demands is explicitly
considered since many demands for bandwidth in ultra high-speed networks will be
short-lived in contrast to 7×24 operations. The model is also dynamic since demands
only last during the specified time intervals.
Given a set of scheduled demands, some demands may not overlap in time. For
example, Table 1.1 shows an example of a scheduled demand set which includes 7
demands. The time correlation of these demands is shown in Fig. 1.5. It is easy to
find that demands r1 and r4 are time disjoint. Since the network resources used by
demand r1 have been released when demand r4 is scheduled, the resources can be
completely reused by demand r4. This motivates us to take into account the time
disjointness (if any) among demands along both working and protection paths in
addition to optimizing the spatial network resource sharing based on backup resource
sharing, to achieve a higher degree of overall network resource shareability.
1.4 Survivability in Networks with Shared Risk Link Groups
A network failure may be caused by either a link failure or a node failure. Most
modern node devices have built-in redundancy which greatly improves their reliability.
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Demands s d n α β
r1 2 9 1 05:00 09:20
r2 5 0 1 07:00 12:40
r3 1 6 2 08:00 14:00
r4 4 8 2 11:00 16:00
r5 7 2 3 12:00 14:50
r6 3 5 1 17:00 21:00
r7 6 1 3 18:00 21:00
Tab. 1.1: An example of a scheduled demand set.
Time
r1  (n1=1)
5 13 211797 11 15 19
r2  (n2=1)
r3  (n3=2)
r4  (n4=2)
r5  (n5=3)
r6  (n6=1)
r7  (n7=3)
Fig. 1.5: Time correlation of the example demand set in Table 1.1.
Therefore link failure is more of a concern than node failure, and we only consider
link failure in this work. In path protection schemes, as we mentioned before, the
working path and the protection path of a same connection must be link-disjoint so
that the network is survivable under single link failure. However, in a network where
a single factor can cause more than one link failure, the two link-disjoint lightpaths
found may still fail simultaneously. In practice, for instance, multiple fibers 1 are
bundled into the same underground duct2, or span. A fiber cut usually occurs due
to a duct cut during construction or destructive natural events such as earthquakes.
When a duct is cut, normally all the fibers in the duct fail at the same time. Hence,
a network survivable to a single fiber failure is not necessarily survivable in duct
failure scenarios. As an example, a network with four nodes, four ducts and five
fibers is shown in Fig. 1.6(a), and its corresponding link-layer topology is shown in
Fig. 1.6(b). If we compute two link-disjoint paths from node 0 to node 1 purely on
1 In this work, the term “fiber” refers to a bidirectional fiber link (or a pair of fibers, one in each
direction) while the term “link” refers to an unidirectional fiber link.
2 A duct is a bidirectional physical pipe between two end nodes.
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the link-layer topology, we might get the working path as (0 → 1) and the protection
path as (0 → 3 → 1), as shown in Fig. 1.7(a). However, note that link (0, 1) and link
(0, 3) pass through the same duct (0, 1), and, hence, both may fail due to a failure on
duct (0, 1). Therefore we must find a pair of duct-disjoint paths as the working path
and the protection path for the connection request. For instance, paths (0 → 1) and
(0 → 2 → 3 → 1) is a feasible solution.
0 1
2 3
duct fiber
0 1
2 3
fiber
(a) Duct-layer topology (b) Link-layer topology
Fig. 1.6: An example network with four ducts and five fibers.
We must also consider the duct-layer topology when we employ shared path pro-
tection schemes. For example, there are two connections being set up in the network
shown in Fig. 1.6, one from node 0 to node 1, and the other from node 0 to node 3.
Fig. 1.7(b) shows their working paths and protection paths established in the network.
In the shared path protection scheme, if we only look at the link-layer topology, we
may allow the two protection paths to share the same wavelengths on links (0, 2) and
(2, 3) because their working paths are link-disjoint. However, the two working paths
actually go through the same duct (0, 1) and thus they may fail at the same time.
Consequently, we should use different wavelengths for the two protection paths on
links (0, 2) and (2, 3).
More generally, transport network carriers use the notation of Shared Risk Link
Group (SRLG) [51], which associates all the links with a failure, to describe the type
of network phenomenon mentioned before. Obviously the fiber links in the same
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0 1
2 3
Working Path
Protection Path
Connection: 0  1
0 1
2 3
Working Path 1
Protection Path 1
Working Path 2
Protection Path 2
Connection 1: 0  1 Connection 2: 0  3
(a) One connection (b) Two connections
Fig. 1.7: Example cases in which duct-layer topology should be taken into consideration.
duct belong to the same SRLG because they all share the same risk of a duct cut.
To guarantee 100% restorability against any single SRLG failure in a WDM optical
network, therefore, the protection path of a given connection should not share any
SRLG with the working path of the same connection. We call these two paths SRLG-
disjoint. For some special SRLG configurations, such as forks and express links, there
exist algorithms with polynomial time complexity to find two SRLG-disjoint paths
[52, 53]. If the configurations are arbitrary, it has been proved that the problem of
finding two SRLG-disjoint paths is NP-complete [54, 55].
1.5 Contributions
Due to the high capacity of a WDM optical network, a failure in the network such as a
fiber cut may result in a tremendous loss of data. Therefore, survivability provisioning
is one of the most important issues in WDM optical networks. During the past decade,
a great deal of research work has been conducted in this area. However, most previous
work concentrated on conventional traffic models, especially on static traffic model
and dynamic random traffic model, as described in Chapter 1.3. Only some recent
work including ours paid attention to the survivability problems under the scheduled
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traffic model.
The central theme of this dissertation is to develop optimization models, in terms
of integer linear program (ILP) formulations, and design efficient heuristic algorithms
for survivability provisioning in WDM optical networks under the scheduled traffic
model and the sliding scheduled traffic model that we propose in this dissertation. The
overall objective is, given a set of scheduled traffic demands D, to find one working
path and one protection path that are link-disjoint (in the link failure model) or
SRLG-disjoint (in the SRLG failure model) for each of the demands in the set while
minimizing the total resources used by working paths and protection paths of all traffic
demands in D. In our approaches, network resource reuse is maximally exploited in
both space and time while 100% restorability is guaranteed against any single link
failure (in the link failure model) or any single SRLG failure (in the SRLG failure
model).
1.5.1 Survivability Provisioning under Scheduled Traffic Model
Previous work that considers scheduled traffic model is very limited. In the work of
Kuri et al. [50, 59], a scheduled lightpath demand model was proposed. The routing
and wavelength assignment problem is solved using a branch & bound algorithm and
a tabu search algorithm. The issue of diverse routing of scheduled lightpath demands
was addressed in Kuri’s another work [60]. They formulated it into an optimization
model, which is basically a two-step optimization approach, and proposed a simulated
annealing based algorithm to find approximate solutions to the optimization problem.
The work of Tornatore et al. [61] exploits the connection-holding-time information to
dynamically provision shared-path-protected connections using heuristic algorithms.
The work of Saradhi [62] considered the provisioning of fault-tolerant scheduled light-
path demands based on a two-step optimization that uses a set of pre-computed
routes for working and protection paths. However, their approaches appear to be
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flawed. We listed some problems of it in details in our work [63]. In [63], further-
more, we provided a set of correct joint RWA problem formulations that enable the
maximum resource sharing in both space and time (i.e., use backup resource sharing
and resource sharing exploiting time disjointness among demands). We also used a
two-step optimization approach which divides the joint RWA problems into a routing
subproblem and wavelength assignment subproblems and then solves them individ-
ually. In our recent work [64], we proposed an efficient capacity provision matrix
based heuristic algorithm with different demand ordering policies to solve the surviv-
able provisioning problem under the scheduled traffic model. The details of the work
reported in [63] and [64] will be explained in Chapter 2.
Our contributions for survivability provisioning in WDM optical networks under
the scheduled traffic model include optimization model development and heuristic
algorithm design.
• Optimization Models: We develop joint RWA ILP formulations for dedicated
and shared protection schemes in survivable WDM optical mesh networks un-
der both the conventional static traffic model and the scheduled traffic model,
respectively. The formulations under the former model are used for performance
evaluation of the schemes under the latter model. To solve large problems, we
divide the joint RWA problem into a routing subproblem and a wavelength
assignment subproblem. For the routing subproblem, we use an ILP to pre-
compute a pair of link-disjoint routes for each of the demands in the traffic
demand set D as its working path and protection path. For the wavelength
assignment subproblems, the pair of routes for each demand r in D is assigned
proper wavelengths such that the total network resources (i.e., the number of
wavelength-links) used by all the demands are minimized.
• Heuristic Algorithms: We also propose an efficient heuristic algorithm employ-
ing shared path protection scheme to solve the survivable routing problem un-
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der the scheduled traffic model. The proposed approach is based on an iterative
survivable routing (ISR) scheme that utilizes a capacity provision matrix and
processes demands sequentially using different demand ordering policies. Our
simulation results indicate that the proposed ISR algorithm is extremely time
efficient while achieving excellent performance in terms of total network re-
sources used. The impact of demand ordering policies on the ISR algorithm is
also studied.
• Heuristic Algorithms with SRLG: We extend the heuristic algorithm design from
dealing with single link failure to single SRLG failure. The extended heuristic
algorithm ISR-SRLG is able to solve the survivable routing problem in WDM
optical networks in which 100% restorability is guaranteed against any single
SRLG failure under the scheduled traffic model. We consider both localized
SRLGs and non-localized SRLGs, as well as SRLG sets with different sizes.
1.5.2 Sliding Scheduled Traffic Model
In this dissertation, we propose a sliding scheduled traffic model, which is more gen-
eral than the scheduled traffic model and gives service providers more flexibility in
provisioning the requested demands and a better opportunity to optimize the network
resources. In addition to the introduction of the sliding scheduled traffic model, our
contributions with respect to this model are as follows:
• Model Properties: We derive a set of properties of the sliding scheduled traffic
model. These properties will be used in the optimization model development
and heuristic algorithm design under the sliding scheduled traffic model.
• Demand Time Conflict Reduction Algorithm: We design a demand time conflict
reduction algorithm to maximize temporal resource reuse in the sliding sched-
uled traffic model. The algorithm reduces the time overlapping among a set
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of demands by properly placing a demand within its associated time window.
Our simulation results show that the proposed demand time conflict reduction
algorithm can resolve well over 50% of time conflicts.
1.5.3 Survivability Provisioning under Sliding Scheduled Traffic Model
In the work of [56–58], we designed some efficient heuristic algorithms to solve the
RWA problem for a single demand or a given demand set, respectively, under the
sliding scheduled traffic model, but we only find a single path, i.e., a working path,
for each of the demands. In other words, survivability is not considered in all the
work. As a matter of fact, there has been no published work that investigates the issue
of survivability provisioning in WDM optical networks under the sliding scheduled
traffic model. The following summarizes our major contributions in this area:
• Optimization Models: We develop joint RWA ILP formulations for dedicated
and shared protection schemes in survivable WDM optical mesh networks un-
der the sliding scheduled traffic model. These optimization models maximally
exploit the network resource reuse in both space and time under the sliding
scheduled traffic model.
• Heuristic Algorithms: We develop an efficient two-step approach ISR+ to solve
the survivable routing problem under the sliding scheduled traffic model. In
the first step of the approach, we use the demand time conflict reduction algo-
rithm to maximize temporal resource reuse. In the second step, we use the ISR
algorithm to find routes and assign wavelengths to the demands whose start-
ing times and ending times have been determined by the demand time conflict
reduction algorithm.
• Heuristic Algorithms with SRLG: We extend the heuristic algorithm design from
the single link failure model to the single SRLG failure model. The extended
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heuristic algorithm ISR+-SRLG is able to solve the survivable routing problem
in WDM optical networks in which 100% restorability is guaranteed against
any single SRLG failure under the sliding scheduled traffic model. Similar to
ISR-SRLG, we consider both localized SRLGs and non-localized SRLGs, as well
as SRLG sets with different sizes.
1.6 Organization of Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the develop-
ment of survivability optimization models and the design of efficient heuristic algo-
rithms to provisioning survivability in WDM optical networks under the scheduled
traffic model. The heuristic algorithm design is then extended from the single link
failure model to the single SRLG failure model. Numerical and simulation results of
all the work are also given in this chapter. Chapter 3 proposes a general scheduled
traffic model – the sliding scheduled traffic model. A set of properties of this model are
derived and, based on these properties, a demand time conflict reduction algorithm
is introduced to minimize the time overlapping among a set of demands by properly
placing a demand within its associated time window. Chapter 4 presents ILP formu-
lations, a heuristic algorithm and its SRLG extension for survivability provisioning
under the sliding scheduled traffic model. Finally, this dissertation is concluded in
Chapter 5 which also presents some future research topics.
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2. SURVIVABILITY PROVISIONING UNDER SCHEDULED
TRAFFIC MODEL
2.1 Introduction
During the past decade, a great deal of research work has been conducted in surviv-
ability provisioning, which has been recognized as one of the most important issues in
WDM optical networks. However, most previous work concentrated on conventional
traffic models, especially on static traffic model and dynamic random traffic model,
as described in Section 1.3. While the conventional traffic models are valid and use-
ful in many circumstances, they are not able to capture the traffic characteristics of
applications that require capacity during specific time intervals or circuit leasing on
a short term basis. This motivates us to study the survivability provisioning problem
under the scheduled traffic model.
Previous work that considers scheduled traffic model is very limited and some of
them appear to be flawed, as mentioned in Section 1.5.1. In this study, we conducted
comprehensive research on survivability provisioning in WDM optical networks under
the scheduled traffic model. We also studied survivability provisioning in WDM
networks with Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG), which is more general than the
link failure model. Our research work includes optimization model development and
heuristic algorithm design. The overall objective is, given a set of scheduled traffic
demands D, to find one working path and one protection path that are link-disjoint
(in the link failure model) or SRLG-disjoint (in the SRLG failure model) for each
of the demands in the set while minimizing the total resources used by working
paths and protection paths of all traffic demands in D. In our approaches, network
resource reuse is maximally exploited in both space and time while 100% restorability
is guaranteed against any single link failure (in the link failure model) or any single
SRLG failure (in the SRLG failure model).
We first develop joint RWA ILP formulations for dedicated and shared protection
schemes in survivable WDM optical mesh networks under both the conventional static
traffic model and the scheduled traffic model, respectively. The formulations under
the former model are used for performance evaluation of the schemes under the latter
model. To solve large problems, we separate the joint RWA problem into a routing
subproblem and a wavelength assignment subproblem. For the routing subproblem,
we use an ILP to pre-compute a pair of link-disjoint routes for each of the demands in
the traffic demand set D as its working path and protection path. For the wavelength
assignment subproblems, the pair of routes for each demand r in D is assigned proper
wavelengths such that the total network resources (i.e., the number of wavelength-
links) used by all the demands are minimized. We then propose an efficient heuristic
algorithm to solve the survivable routing problem under the scheduled traffic model
by processing demands sequentially. We consider different demand ordering policies
to investigate the impact of the demand processing order. Finally, we extend the
heuristic algorithm design from the single link failure model to the single SRLG
failure model. The extended heuristic algorithm is expected to solve the survivable
routing problem in WDM optical networks in which 100% restorability is guaranteed
against any single SRLG failure under the scheduled traffic model.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents joint RWA
ILP formulations and two-step RWA ILP formulations for survivability provisioning
under the scheduled traffic model. Section 2.3 describes an efficient heuristic al-
gorithm, called Iterative Survivable Routing, which processes demands sequentially.
The demand processing order is determined in different demand ordering policies. In
Section 2.4, we present the SRLG failure model and extend the Iterative Survivable
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Routing algorithm to solve the survivability provisioning problem under the SRLG
failure model and the scheduled traffic model. Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter.
2.2 Optimization Models
In this section, we develop integer linear program (ILP) formulations for dedicated and
shared protection schemes in survivable WDM optical mesh networks under both the
conventional static traffic model and the scheduled traffic model, respectively. The for-
mulations under the former model are used for performance evaluation of the schemes
under the latter model. Overall, four architectures are investigated and they are ab-
breviated as follows:
• DP: dedicated path protection under the conventional static traffic model (con-
nection holding time unaware);
• SP: shared path protection under the conventional static traffic model (con-
nection holding time unaware);
• DP-S: dedicated path protection under the scheduled traffic model (connection
holding time aware);
• SP-S: shared path protection under the scheduled traffic model (connection
holding time aware).
To obtain the optimal solutions for survivable service provisioning problems, rout-
ing and wavelength assignment (RWA) for all the demands in a given traffic demand
set D should be conducted jointly in the ILPs. We first develop four joint RWA ILP
formulations, ILP1, ILP2, ILP3 and ILP4, for each of the four architectures DP,
SP, DP-S and SP-S, respectively. The formulations under the first two architec-
tures (ILP1 and ILP2, as well as ILP6 discussed below) serve as the references for
performance evaluation of those under the other two architectures. The objective of
all the ILPs is to minimize the total number of wavelength-links used.
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To solve large problems, however, we found the joint formulations ILP2, ILP3
and ILP4 are too complex in terms of the number of variables and the size of search
space. To reduce the computational complexity, we propose a two-step optimization
approach for each of the three architectures SP, DP-S and SP-S. Specifically, we
partition the RWA problems into a routing subproblem and wavelength assignment
subproblems, as did in [1]. For the routing subproblem, we use an ILP (ILP5) to
pre-compute a pair of link-disjoint routes for each of the demands in D as its working
path and protection path. For the wavelength assignment subproblems, we present
three ILPs (ILP6, ILP7 and ILP8) for the three protection schemes SP, DP-S and
SP-S, respectively. In the wavelength assignment subproblems, the pair of routes for
each demand r in the traffic demand set D will be assigned proper wavelengths such
that the total network resources (i.e., the number of wavelength-links) used by all the
demands are minimized. We assume that network resources are sufficient to satisfy
the entire traffic demand set, and that the network has full wavelength conversion
capability. The wavelength assignment problem is important to maximally exploit
the resource sharing in the time domain enabled by the given demand holding time
even though the network has full wavelength conversion capability.
2.2.1 Joint Optimization Schemes
ILP1 − ILP for DP
This ILP is developed for joint RWA optimization using dedicated path protection
under the static traffic model (i.e., holding time unaware). In this optimization model,
all the demands are assumed unchanged over time and no network resource sharing
is allowed among any protection paths.
(1) The following are given as program inputs:
• N : the set of nodes in the network.
• L: the set of links in the network.
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• K: the set of wavelengths on each link.
• D: the set of traffic demands; For each demand r ∈ D, sr, dr and nr are
the source node, destination node, and the number of requested lightpaths of
demand r, respectively.
(2) The problem solves the following variables given a set of traffic demands D:
• δri,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the working path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) (=1) or not (=0).
• ηri,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the protection path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) (=1) or not (=0).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀r∈D
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
(δri,j + η
r
i,j)× nr} (2.1)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
Flow conservation constraints on working paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.2)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.3)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.4)
Flow conservation constraints on protection paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.5)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.6)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.7)
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The working path and protection path of demand r should be link-disjoint:
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (2.8)
The number of wavelengths used on each link is subject to the physical constraint:
∑
∀r∈D
(δri,j + η
r
i,j)× nr ≤ |K|. (2.9)
ILP2 − Joint RWA ILP for SP
This ILP is developed for joint RWA optimization using shared path protection
under the static traffic model (i.e., holding time unaware). In this optimization model,
all the demands are assumed unchanged over time. Protection paths of demands can
share the same wavelength-link as long as their corresponding working paths are link-
disjoint. We call demands link-joint if their working paths traverse some common
physical links.
(1) This problem solves the following variables in addition to those defined in ILP1:
• Ar,λi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the working path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) using wavelength λ (=1) or not (=0).
• Br,λi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the protection path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) using wavelength λ (=1) or not (=0).
• Srp,rqi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether demands rp and rq are link-joint with respect
to link (i, j) (=1) or not (=0). Since S
rp,rq
i,j and S
rq ,rp
i,j are the same, we only
consider S
rp,rq
i,j (p < q) to reduce the number of constraints in the ILP. Hereafter,
we assume that rp and rq are ordered in demand set D without loss of generality.
• Srp,rq ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether demands rp and rq are link-joint (=1) or not
(=0) (p < q).
• Xλi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether some working paths or protection paths tra-
verses link (i, j) using wavelength λ (=1) or not (=0).
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Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (2.10)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
Flow conservation constraints on working paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.11)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.12)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.13)
Flow conservation constraints on protection paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.14)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.15)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.16)
The working path and protection path of demand r should be link-disjoint:
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (2.17)
Requested capacity of demand r should be satisfied:
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (2.18)
Constraints indicating whether demands rp and rq are link-joint with respect to link
(i, j) (S
rp,rq
i,j is set to 1 only when both δ
rp
i,j and δ
rq
i,j take on 1):
δ
rp
i,j + δ
rq
i,j ≤ Srp,rqi,j + 1, δrpi,j + δrqi,j ≥ 2× Srp,rqi,j , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.19)
Constraints indicating whether demands rp and rq are link-joint with respect to any
link:
Srp,rq ≤
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
S
rp,rq
i,j , |L| × Srp,rq ≥
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
S
rp,rq
i,j , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.20)
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Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared if it has been used by a working
path:
A
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, Arp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j + Arq ,λi,j ≤ 1, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.21)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by two protection paths if their
corresponding demands are link-joint:
B
rp,λ
i,j + B
rq ,λ
i,j + S
rp,rq ≤ 2, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.22)
Constraints indicating whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths:
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (2.23)
ILP3 − Joint RWA ILP for DP-S
This ILP is developed for joint RWA optimization using dedicated path protection
under the scheduled traffic model (i.e., holding time aware). In this optimization
model, demands only last during specified time intervals (i.e., holding time aware)
and hence network resources can be reused among demands which are time-disjoint.
However, all protection paths of the demands that overlap in time are not allowed
to share resources even their corresponding working paths are link-disjoint, therefore
termed as dedicated protection.
(1) This problem uses the following inputs in addition to those defined in ILP1:
• D: the set of scheduled traffic demands; For each demand r = (sr, dr, nr, αr, βr) ∈
D, sr, dr, nr, αr, and βr are the source node, destination node, the number of
requested lightpaths, starting and ending time of demand r, respectively.
• T rp,rq ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether demands rp and rq overlap in time (=1) or
not (=0) (p < q).
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Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (2.24)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
Flow conservation constraints on working paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.25)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.26)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.27)
Flow conservation constraints on protection paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.28)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.29)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.30)
The working path and protection path of demand r should be link-disjoint:
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (2.31)
Requested capacity of demand r should be satisfied:
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (2.32)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by two demands if they overlap in
time:
A
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, Arp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j + Arq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1,
∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q and T rp,rq = 1) (2.33)
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Constraints indicating whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths:
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (2.34)
Note that in this formulation, wavelength-links of the working path of demand r
can be reused by the working path or protection path of other demands that do not
overlap in time with r. The same is also true for wavelength-links of the protection
path of a demand.
ILP4 − Joint RWA ILP for SP-S
This ILP is developed for joint RWA optimization using shared path protection
under the scheduled traffic model (i.e., holding time aware). This optimization model
enables resource optimization in both space and time, i.e, network resources can be
reused among demands that are time-disjoint and can also be shared by protection
paths whose corresponding working paths are link-disjoint, even their demands over-
lap in time.
(1) This problem uses the following inputs in addition to those defined in ILP2:
• D: the set of scheduled traffic demands; For each demand r = (sr, dr, nr, αr, βr) ∈
D, sr, dr, nr, αr, and βr are the source node, destination node, the number of
requested lightpaths, starting and ending time of demand r, respectively.
(2) This problem solves the following variables in addition to those defined in ILP2:
• TSrp,rq ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether demands rp and rq overlap in time and
link-joint (=1) or not (=0) (p < q).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (2.35)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
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Flow conservation constraints on working paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.36)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.37)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.38)
Flow conservation constraints on protection paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.39)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.40)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.41)
The working path and protection path of demand r should be link-disjoint:
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (2.42)
Requested capacity of demand r should be satisfied:
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (2.43)
Constraints indicating whether demands rp and rq are link-joint with respect to link
(i, j) (S
rp,rq
i,j is set to 1 only when both δ
rp
i,j and δ
rq
i,j take on 1):
δ
rp
i,j + δ
rq
i,j ≤ Srp,rqi,j + 1, δrpi,j + δrqi,j ≥ 2× Srp,rqi,j , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.44)
Constraints indicating whether demands rp and rq overlap in time and link-joint:
TSrp,rq ≤ T rp,rq×
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
S
rp,rq
i,j , |L|×TSrp,rq ≥ T rp,rq×
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
S
rp,rq
i,j , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q)
(2.45)
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Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be used by two demands if they overlap in
time:
A
rp,λ
i,j +A
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, Arp,λi,j +Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j +Arq ,λi,j ≤ 1, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q and T rp,rq = 1)
(2.46)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by two protection paths if their
corresponding demands overlap in time and link-joint:
B
rp,λ
i,j + B
rq ,λ
i,j + TS
rp,rq ≤ 2, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.47)
Constraints indicating whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths:
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (2.48)
Note that this formulation maximally exploits the network resource reuse in both
space and time, resulting in the minimization of total network resources used.
2.2.2 Two-step Optimization Approach
In this subsection, we propose a two-step optimization approach for protection ar-
chitectures SP, DP-S and SP-S. We separate the joint routing and wavelength
assignment problem into a routing subproblem and a wavelength assignment sub-
problem. We use an ILP (ILP5) to compute a pair of link-disjoint routes for each
of the demands in D as its working path and protection path. The objective is to
minimize the total cost of a pair of routes (i.e., total hop count over the pair of
routes). The resulting routing information is recorded into variables δri,j and η
r
i,j. For
the wavelength-assignment subproblem, δri,j and η
r
i,j will be used as input. In addi-
tion, since the working path and protection path of each demand in D have been
determined in the routing subproblem, we can compute Srp,rq and use it as input
for wavelength assignment optimization (e.g., in ILP6 that optimizes wavelength
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assignment for SP). Notice that in ILP2, ILP6’s counterpart in the joint RWA op-
timization approach, Srp,rq has to be determined in the ILP formulations. Similarly,
TSrp,rq can also be computed in advance based on the knowledge of T rp,rq and Srp,rq ,
and will be used as input in ILP8 that optimizes wavelength assignment for SP-S.
The objectives of the wavelength assignment subproblems are to obtain proper wave-
length assignments such that the total network resources used are minimized. The
definitions of many variables used in the following formulations are the same as those
in Section 2.2.1.
ILP5 − ILP for the Routing Subproblem
This ILP is developed to pre-compute a pair of link-disjoint routes for each of the
demands in D as its working path and protection path. In the objective function, we
use a coefficient M for δri,j to make the selection of the pair of routes more flexible.
When M takes on 1, for instance, the shortest pair of routes will be chosen for each
demand. In the simulation, we use a large coefficient for M to enforce that the shorter
of the pair of routes is selected as the working path.
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀r∈D
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
(M × δri,j + ηri,j)} (2.49)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, if not specified otherwise)
Flow conservation constraints on working paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.50)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.51)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.52)
Flow conservation constraints on protection paths:
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (2.53)
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∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (2.54)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (2.55)
The working path and protection path of demand r should be link-disjoint:
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (2.56)
ILP6 − Wavelength Assignment ILP for SP
This ILP is developed for wavelength assignment using shared path protection
under the static traffic model (i.e., holding time unaware).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (2.57)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
Requested capacity of demand r should be satisfied:
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (2.58)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared if it has been used by a working
path:
A
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, Arp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j + Arq ,λi,j ≤ 1, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (2.59)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by two protection paths if their
corresponding demands are link-joint:
B
rp,λ
i,j + B
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q and Srp,rq = 1) (2.60)
Constraints indicating whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths:
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (2.61)
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ILP7 − Wavelength Assignment ILP for DP-S
This ILP is developed for wavelength assignment using dedicated path protection
under the scheduled traffic model (i.e., demands ∈ D are holding time aware).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (2.62)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
Requested capacity of demand r should be satisfied:
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (2.63)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by two demands if they overlap in
time:
A
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, Arp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j + Arq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1,
∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q and T rp,rq = 1) (2.64)
Constraints indicating whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths:
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (2.65)
ILP8 − Wavelength Assignment ILP for SP-S
This ILP is developed for wavelength assignment using shared path protection
under the scheduled traffic model (i.e., demands ∈ D are holding time aware).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (2.66)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
Requested capacity of demand r should be satisfied:
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (2.67)
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Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be used by two demands if they overlap in
time:
A
rp,λ
i,j +A
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, Arp,λi,j +Brq ,λi,j ≤ 1, Brp,λi,j +Arq ,λi,j ≤ 1, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q and T rp,rq = 1)
(2.68)
Wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by two protection paths if their
corresponding demands overlap in time and link-joint:
B
rp,λ
i,j + B
rq ,λ
i,j ≤ 1, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q and TSrp,rq = 1) (2.69)
Constraints indicating whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths:
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (2.70)
2.2.3 Numerical and Simulation Results
We present and evaluate the performance of the ILP formulations described in this
section. The objective of all the optimization models is to determine a pair of working
path and protection path, and assign wavelengths to them for each traffic demand in
a demand set, so that the total number of wavelength-links used is minimized given
that network resources are sufficient to accommodate all demands.
We first evaluate the joint RWA ILPs, ILP1 through ILP4, for all the four pro-
tection architectures (i.e., DP, SP, DP-S and SP-S), and the two-step optimization
approach for SP, DP-S and SP-S (i.e., ILP6, ILP7, and ILP8 after ILP5 is per-
formed). These different optimization models are denoted by ILP1 through ILP4
and ILP6 through ILP8, respectively, in Table 2.2.
We use the three networks used in [1] (Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c) of [1]), which are
re-drawn in Fig. 2.1, and the NSFNET topology shown in Fig. 2.2 for performance
evaluation and comparison. We assume that links in the example networks are di-
rected by replacing a link with a pair of directed links. The source and destination
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of a demand are generated randomly, and the bandwidth requirements in terms of
number of lightpaths is drawn from a uniform distribution in [1,3]. In addition, the
setup and teardown times of a demand are also generated randomly between 0 and 24
hours, and meet the demand time correlation requirements. We use the demand time
correlation defined in [50] to characterize the time overlapping behavior among a set
of demands. We consider three classes of demand set with a demand time correlation
factor being weak (0.01), medium (0.1), and strong (0.5) to measure the extent of
time overlapping among demands in a set. The ILP optimization problems are solved
using CPLEX 8.1 running on a 2.5 GHz Pentium IV processor with 2 GB RAM. Fea-
sible sub-optimal solutions are recorded after 4 hours of execution if optimal solutions
are not obtained before the time limit. In Table 2.2, numbers with asterisks indicate
the optimal solution found and numbers without asterisks indicate the current best
solution reported by CPLEX within the time limit.
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(a) A 3-node network (b) A 6-node network (c) A 10-node network
Fig. 2.1: Three example networks used in [1].
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Fig. 2.2: The NSFNET topology.
We investigate six scenarios in the simulations. The basic information associated
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with each scenario such as the network topology used, the number of demands (D),
and the number of wavelengths on each link in the network (K) is listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.2 shows the total number of wavelength-links needed to satisfy different traffic
demand sets in different optimization models with weak, medium, and strong demand
time correlation, respectively. From the table, we observe that in the first two cases,
the size of example networks is small; the set of traffic demands is small; and the
number of wavelengths on each link is not large. Under such scenarios, all the opti-
mization models investigated are able to achieve the optimal solutions. ILP1, ILP6,
ILP7 and ILP8 can also achieve optimal solutions under Scenario 3. In other cases
with larger networks and large demand sets, however, all optimization models except
ILP1 cannot achieve the optimal solutions, even though some of them (ILP6, ILP7
and ILP8) employ the two-step optimization approach, as shown in the last three
cases of Table 2.2.
Scenario Network D K
1 3-node 3 6
2 6-node 4 6
3 10-node 8 16
4 10-node 16 32
5 14-node 16 32
6 14-node 32 64
Tab. 2.1: Scenario Information.
From the table, we observe that DP-S and SP-S schemes use much fewer wavelength-
links than DP and SP schemes in all scenarios, especially when the demand time
correlation is weak. For example, in Case 3, the performance improvement of ILP7
over ILP1 is 49%, 39% and 25% when the demand time correlations are weak, medium
and strong, respectively, while that of ILP8 over ILP6 is 45%, 34% and 18%, re-
spectively. This is because the protection schemes under the scheduled traffic model
are able to exploit the time-disjointness among demands and reuse wavelength-links
as much as possible.
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Scenario τ ILP1 ILP2 ILP3 ILP4 ILP6 ILP7 ILP8
(DP) (SP) (DP-S) (SP-S) (SP) (DP-S) (SP-S)
W 18? 15? 12? 11? 15? 12? 11?
1 M 18? 15? 13? 12? 15? 13? 12?
S 18? 15? 15? 13? 15? 15? 13?
W 46? 37? 25? 24? 38? 25? 24?
2 M 46? 37? 31? 30? 38? 31? 30?
S 46? 37? 35? 33? 38? 36? 34?
W 89? 81 44 43 80? 45? 44?
3 M 89? 81 55 54 80? 54? 53?
S 89? 81 69 68 80? 67? 66?
W 176? 155 82 78 152 82 81
4 M 176? 155 99 91 152 96 91
S 176? 155 139 125 152 132 124
W 176? 169 92 92 146 91 90
5 M 176? 169 117 114 146 116 112
S 176? 169 134 130 146 132 124
W 350? 290 125 119 258 121 120
6 M 350? 290 166 152 258 157 136
S 350? 290 246 218 258 221 182
Tab. 2.2: Total number of wavelength-links used. (∗ indicates the optimal solution found
and W, M, S represent weak, medium and strong time correlation, respectively.)
From the percentages of performance improvement shown above, we observe that
the improvement of DP-S over DP is more significant than that of SP-S over SP.
Moreover, the improvement of SP over DP under the static traffic model (i.e., holding
time unaware) appears to be larger than that of SP-S over DP-S under the scheduled
traffic model. For example, the improvement of ILP2 over ILP1 and that of ILP4
over ILP3 are 4% and 0%, respectively, in Case 5 with weak demand time correla-
tion. The reason may be that, in the conventional static traffic model, the resource
utilization can be improved significantly through backup resource sharing, however
the likelihood of finding sharable wavelength-links for time-disjoint protection paths
is smaller in SP-S scheme. Therefore, we observe less significant improvement of
SP-S over DP-S, and a dedicated protection scheme can achieve greater improve-
ment than a shared protection scheme under the scheduled traffic model. However,
as the demand time correlation gets stronger, the improvement of SP-S over DP-S
increases as well. For instance, the improvement of ILP8 over ILP7 is 1%, 13% and
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18% in Case 6 when demand time correlations are weak, medium and strong, respec-
tively. This is because when the demand time correlation gets stronger, it becomes
more difficult for DP-S to reuse network resources among demands, and thus the
advantage of SP-S amplifies since it is able to maximally exploit network resource
reuse in both the space and time domains.
2.3 Heuristic Algorithm
In this section, we propose a capacity provision matrix based Iterative Survivable
Routing (ISR) algorithm to solve the survivable service provisioning problem under
the scheduled traffic model by processing demands sequentially. The algorithm runs
iteratively to approximate the optimal solution. A similar matrix based method was
used in [65] where the conventional static traffic model was considered; and the ob-
jective was to minimize only the protection capacity used. The problem considered
in this work is different. Our proposed algorithm strives to minimize the total net-
work resources used by both working paths and protection paths1 of a given set of
demands through exploiting network resource reuse in both space and time domains
simultaneously.
We first describe the capacity provision matrix based optimization model used
in our approach, and then explain how to determine the capacity provision matrix
which is the core step of our ISR algorithm. The ISR algorithm processes demands
sequentially; and the order of processing is determined by various demand ordering
policies detailed in Section 2.3.3.
2.3.1 Capacity Provision Matrix based Optimization Model
Note that the objective of our approach is to minimize the total network resources
(i.e., number of wavelength-links) used by working paths and protection paths of
1 That is, both working capacity and protection capacity are minimized simultaneously.
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Fig. 2.3: Illustration of capacity provision matrix based optimization model. The numbers
besides the links are used to number the links.
a given set of demands while 100% restorability is guaranteed against any single
failure. Demands are processed sequentially. Given a demand, our approach tries to
accommodate the demand by finding paths that will use the least amount of additional
network resource after using sharable resources as much as possible. Once a working
path and a protection path are found for each demand in the given demand set, the
total network resources used can be determined. The algorithm then runs iteratively
to reduce the total resources used.
Notation used is defined as follows (see Fig. 2.3 and Example 2.3.1 for a better
explanation). Two 1 × L binary row vectors ar = {arl} and br = {brl} are used
to represent the working path and the protection paths of demand r, respectively.
The l-th element in vector ar (br) of demand r takes on 1 if and only if the working
(protection) path passes through link l. Stacking of these row vectors forms two
D × L matrices A = {ar} and B = {br} which represent the working path link
incidence matrix and protection path link incidence matrix of the given demand set,
respectively.
Let G = {glk}L×L denote the capacity provision matrix whose elements glk indicate
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the minimum total capacity required on link l when link k fails. Note that the total
capacity, glk, includes the capacity required by all the working paths passing through
link l and the capacity on link l required by the protection paths to protect their
corresponding working paths that use link k. Determining the capacity provision
matrix is the most critical step of our ISR algorithm. We will explain the calculation of
G in details in Section 2.3.2 and prove that the capacity determined by our approach
is the minimum total capacity required on link l when link k fails.
After obtaining matrix G, we use a column vector s = {sl}L×1 to denote the
minimum total capacity required on each link. s is obtained using Eqn. (2.71). The
function max in Eqn. (2.71) takes the maximum element in each row of G as the
corresponding element in s, which is represented in Eqn. (2.72). As will be shown in
Section 2.3.2, the minimum total capacity required on link l (sl) is always sufficient
and also necessary to accommodate all working paths on link l and to protect any
single link failure in the entire network.
s = max G, (2.71)
sl = max
L
k=1 glk, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. (2.72)
Let Λ denote the total number of wavelength-links used by working paths and
protection paths of all demands; and e be a unit column vector of size L. Then Λ
can be calculated as eT s in Eqn. (2.73). Given a set of scheduled demand D and the
network G, the objective of our proposed approach is therefore to minimize Λ:
Λ = eT s. (2.73)
We use an example to explain the notation further. Two static demands are routed
in the network of Fig. 2.3. The figure illustrates the capacity provision matrix G,
the vector of minimum required capacity of links s, and the total number of
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wavelength-links Λ used to accommodate the two demands. The working path
and protection path of demand 1 between nodes 0 and 1 are WP1 and PP1. The
working path and protection path of demand 2 between nodes 0 and 2 are WP2
and PP2. Only six links in the network are used by the paths of the two demands.
Therefore, only these links are included in the matrices to reduce the size of the
matrices in the example. The numbers besides the links are used to number the
links. Path link incidence matrices A and B give the working paths and protection
paths used by the two demands. The capacity provision matrix G can be easily
calculated by observation in this simple example. The calculation of s and Λ is
also straightforward.
2.3.2 Determination of Capacity Provision Matrix
Determining the capacity provision matrix G is the most critical step because it
has direct impact on the values of s and Λ. In this subsection, we explain how to
calculate G = {glk}L×L; and then prove that each element of G, glk, is the minimum
total capacity required on link l to accommodate all working paths on link l and to
protect the failure of link k.
Let µl and νlk be the minimum capacity required by working paths passing through
link l and the minimum capacity on link l required by protection paths when link k
fails, respectively. Under the conventional static traffic model in which the connection-
holding-time is infinite, all demands can be assumed to have the same setup time and
same teardown time. Obviously, glk = µl + νlk in such a model. Under the scheduled
traffic model, however, some working paths and protection paths using link l may be
disjoint in time; and the property of time-disjointness can then be exploited to reduce
the total capacity required on link l by sharing the network resource between working
paths and protection paths. This leads to glk ≤ µl + νlk.
Next, we will first explain how to determine the minimum capacity needed to ac-
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commodate a set of scheduled demands by maximally exploiting the time disjointness
among the demands; and then demonstrate how to calculate µl, νlk and glk.
Under the scheduled traffic model, since the setup time and teardown time of
each demand are known in advance, we are able to determine the time correlation of
any two demands (overlapping or disjointness) before their services are provisioned.
Given a given set of demands, D, an interval graph can be constructed in which
each vertex corresponds to a demand in D; and two vertices are adjacent with an
edge connecting them if and only if their corresponding demands overlap in time. In
addition, each vertex in the graph is associated with a weight which is equal to the
capacity requirement of its corresponding demand. We call such a graph a weighted
interval graph. For example, let D be the example demand set shown in Table 1.1.
Fig. 2.4 shows the weighted interval graph corresponding to D. From the graph,
we observe that the minimum total capacity needed on a link to accommodate all
the demands using the link is equal to the total weight of a maximum weight clique
of the graph. A clique is a set of vertices in the graph and the vertices in the set
are pairwise adjacent. A clique is called a maximum weight clique if its weight, i.e.,
the sum of the weights of its vertices, is the largest among all the cliques in the
graph. We use Ω(D) and ω(D) to denote the set of demands in the maximum weight
clique and its total weight, respectively. From Fig. 2.4, we can easily determine that
Ω(D) = {r2, r3, r4, r5} and ω(D) = 8.
By exploiting the time disjointness among a given set of demands, we transform
the problem of finding the minimum total capacity to accommodate all the demands
to the problem of finding a maximum weight clique of the weighted interval graph
corresponding to the demand set. The maximum weight clique problem is known to
be NP-hard in an arbitrary graph [66]; however, it can be solved in time O(n log n)
in an interval graph where n is the number of vertices (i.e., the number of demands)
[67].
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Fig. 2.4: The weighted interval graph corresponding to the example demand set of Table 1.1.
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Fig. 2.5: Three demand groups with respect to links l and k.
To determine the capacity provision matrix G, we need to calculate its elements
glk. Although the values of µl and νlk are not explicitly used in our ISR algorithm,
we demonstrate how to calculate them in addition to glk below. We investigate
the demands whose working paths or protection paths pass through link l and the
demands whose working paths pass through link k. These demands can be divided
into three groups as follows (shown in Fig. 2.5 with a simplified network):
• Demand Group 0: DG0 = {r01, r02, ..., r0g0} where r0i (1 ≤ i ≤ g0) is a demand
whose working path goes through link l.
• Demand Group 1: DG1 = {r11, r12, ..., r1g1} where r1i (1 ≤ i ≤ g1) is a demand
whose protection path goes through link l.
• Demand Group 2: DG2 = {r21, r22, ..., r2g2} where r2i (1 ≤ i ≤ g2) is a demand
whose working path goes through link k.
Based on this demand classification, we prove a few theorems on the calculation
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of the minimum capacity required to accommodate a set of demands.
Theorem 1: Given a set of scheduled demands D that share link l, the minimum
capacity required on link l to accommodate all the demands is equal to the weight of
the maximum weight clique of the weighted interval graph corresponding to D, i.e.,
ω(D).
Proof: We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose the minimum capacity
required to accommodate all the demands in D is δ and δ < ω(D). Let GI be
the weighted interval graph corresponding to D. Since Ω(D) is the set of demands
corresponding to a maximum weight clique of GI , any two demands in Ω(D) must be
overlapping in time. In other words, there must exist a time interval [t1, t2] such that
all the demands in Ω(D) fall in it. Consequently, at least ω(D) units of capacity is
required to accommodate all demands in D during time interval [t1, t2]. This means
δ ≥ ω(D) since we suppose δ is the minimum capacity required to accommodate all
the demands in D. This results in a contradiction. 2
Theorem 2: Given a set of scheduled demands D, and network G, the minimum ca-
pacity required to accommodate all the working paths using link l is equal to the
weight of the maximum weight clique of the weighted interval graph corresponding
to Demand Group 0. That is, µl = ω(DG0).
Proof: It is trivial that µl only depends on the set of demands whose working paths
pass through link l, i.e., DG0. According to Theorem 1, we have µl = ω(DG0). 2
Theorem 3: The minimum capacity on link l required by protection paths when link
k fails is equal to the weight of the maximum weight clique of the weighted interval
graph corresponding to the demand set which includes the demands in both Demand
Group 1 and Demand Group 2. That is, νlk = ω(DG1
⋂DG2).
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Proof: We use DGi\DGj to denote the demands in group DGi but not in DGj. When
link k fails, no capacity is required on link l to protect the working traffic of demands
in DG2 \ DG1. On the other hand, there is no need to assign capacity to protection
paths of demands in DG1 \DG2 on link l to protect the failure of link k because their
corresponding working paths do not pass through link k. Only demands inDG1 ⋂DG2
will affect the value of νlk. According to Theorem 1, we have νlk = ω(DG1
⋂DG2).
2
Theorem 4: The minimum total capacity required on link l to accommodate all work-
ing paths on link l and to protect the failure of link k is equal to the weight of the
maximum weight clique of the weighted interval graph corresponding to the demand
set which includes the demands in Demand Group 0 and those in both Demand Group
1 and Demand Group 2. That is, glk = ω(DG0
⋃
(DG1 ⋂DG2)).
Proof: According to the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, the minimum total
capacity required on link l to accommodate all working paths on link l and to protect
the failure of link k only depends on the demands inDG0 andDG1 ⋂DG2. It is obvious
that DG0 and DG1 ⋂DG2 do not have common demands because the working path
and protection path of a demand must be link disjoint, i.e., DG0 ⋂(DG1 ⋂DG2) = ∅.
Similar to the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we conclude that glk =
ω(DG0 ⋃(DG1 ⋂DG2)). 2
As a result, the capacity provision matrix G = {glk}L×L = {ω(DG0
⋃
(DG1 ⋂DG2))}L×L.
DG0 and DG1 ⋂DG2 are determined in Eqn. (2.74) and Eqn. (2.75), respectively:
DG0 = {r|arl = 1, r ∈ D}, (2.74)
DG1
⋂
DG2 = {r|brl = 1 and ark = 1, r ∈ D}. (2.75)
To determine matrix G, we therefore need to know matrices A and B, as well as
the capacity requirements of the demands in the given demand set D and the time
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correlation among them. Hereinafter we will use G = Π(D,A,B) to represent the
calculation of the capacity provision matrix.
2.3.3 Demand Ordering Policies
Given a set of scheduled traffic demands D, the proposed ISR algorithm first sorts
the demands based on a chosen ordering policy, which results in a scheduling or-
der of demands. Different ordering policies are proposed below and their impacts
will be studied. The ordered demands are saved in a new set D′ and are processed
sequentially.
Earliest-Setup Demand First (ESDF) This policy schedules demands in increasing
order of their setup times, i.e., the earlier a demand starts, the earlier it will be
scheduled. For demands with the same setup time, the demand with an earlier tear-
down time will be scheduled first.
Earliest-Teardown Demand First (ETDF) This policy schedules demands in increas-
ing order of their teardown times, i.e., the earlier a demand ends, the earlier it will be
scheduled. For demands with the same teardown time, the demand with an earlier
setup time will be scheduled first.
Most Conflicting Demand First (MCDF) Given a traffic demand r ∈ D, we define
T (r) as the set of demands in D which overlap with r in time, i.e.,
T (r) = {r′ | r and r′ overlap in time, r′ ∈ D, r′ 6= r}. (2.76)
|T (r)| represents the number of demands that overlaps with demand r in time and is
termed as the time conflict index of demand r.
This policy schedules demands in decreasing order of their time conflict indices.
That is, the more a demand overlaps in time with other demands in D, the earlier
it will be processed. For demands with the same time conflict index, policies ESDF
and ETDF will be applied in order.
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Least Conflicting Demand First (LCDF) In contrast to MCDF, this policy schedules
demands in increasing order of their time conflict indices. For demands with the same
time conflict index, policies ESDF and ETDF will be applied in order.
2.3.4 Iterative Survivable Routing
In this study, we assume non-bifurcated routing. For demand r to be processed next
that requires nr lightpaths, our objective is to find a pair of link-disjoint paths such
that there is only one physical route for either path and nr wavelengths will be used
on all the links along each path.
The proposed Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm finds a pair of paths for each
demand in D′ iteratively as follows after initialization (Step 1 of Fig. 2.6). For each
demand r ∈ D′, the algorithm first finds its working path (Step 3 of Fig. 2.6); and
then finds its protection path (Step 4 of Fig. 2.6). The routing of working path
and protection path of an individual demand r is conducted by the Single Demand
Routing (SDR) procedure (given in Fig. 2.7). This completes one iteration of the ISR
algorithm. The details of the Single Demand Routing procedure will be elaborated
on shortly. After accommodating all the demands in D′ (i.e., working paths and
protection paths of all the demands have been found), for each demand r ∈ D′,
the Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm, in the next iteration, tries to find a new
working path (and/or a new protection path) which consumes less capacity than the
path used by demand r in the previous iteration. If a better path is returned by
the SDR procedure, this path replaces the old path used by r. Let tA and tB be the
number of times that an old working path and an old protection path are replaced
during an iteration, respectively. The ISR algorithm goes to a new iteration unless
no path is replaced in an iteration of execution (Step 5 of Fig. 2.6).
We now describe how the working path and protection path of individual demands
are routed using the Single Demand Routing procedure. Fig. 2.7 shows the Single
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Iterative Survivable Routing(N ,L,K,D′)
1. Initialize A = B = 0D×L, G = 0L×L;
2. tA = tB = 0;
3. For each demand r ∈ D′ do
Single Demand Routing(N ,L,K,r,WP);
Increase tA by one if working path of r is updated;
4. For each demand r ∈ D′ do
Single Demand Routing(N ,L,K,r,PP);
Increase tB by one if protection path of r is updated;
5. If tA + tB ≥ 1, go to step 2; exit otherwise;
Fig. 2.6: Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm.
Demand Routing (SDR) algorithm that finds the working path for demand r. The
algorithm for finding the protection path for demand r can be similarly obtained by
replacing ar and A with br and B, respectively, in the algorithm. Step 1 of the SDR
algorithm calculates the total capacity, Λ, used by all demands accommodated in
the network so far using Eqn. (2.73). To find a better working path for demand r,
the SDR algorithm calculates, in Step 2, a new vector of link metrics cr, based on
which a path is then calculated as the potential new working path for demand r. The
calculation of link metrics is explained in greater details as follows:
C1 The current working path ar of demand r is removed from the network to
obtain the new working path link incidence matrix A0, i.e., A0 = A except
that ar = 01×L in A
0. Based on the new A0, calculate G0 = Π(D,A0,B) and
s0=maxG0 using Theorem 4 and Eqn. (2.71) to obtain the capacity provision
matrix and the minimum total capacity required on each link.
C2 Let a∗r = e
T − br denote all eligible links that can be used by the working
path of demand r after all links used by its corresponding protection path are
removed. Assuming these eligible links are used to route the working path of
demand r, the new working path link incidence matrix A∗ = A except that
ar = a
∗
r in A
∗. The capacity provision matrix is G∗ = Π(D,A∗,B); and the
vector of minimum total link capacity required is s∗ =maxG∗.
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C3 The vector of link metrics for demand r is obtained as
cr = {crl}L×1 = s∗ − s0. (2.77)
The element crl of cr indicates the incremental capacity needed on link l if this
link is used by the working path of demand r.
After obtaining the vector of link metrics, Step 3 of the SDR algorithm first
excludes all the links used by the protection path br; the algorithm then runs a
shortest path algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm) based on link metrics cr to find
a new working path ρ for demand r. The temporary new working path ρ is used
to update the working path link incidence matrix Anew = A except that ar = ρ
in Anew. Then in Step 4, the new capacity provision matrix and the new vector
of minimum required link capacity are recalculated as Gnew = Π(D,Anew,B) and
snew = maxGnew, respectively. Subsequently, the new total required network capacity
for all demands including demand r is obtained, i.e., Λnew = eT snew, if demand r is
routed on the new path ρ.
In the final step, the new working path ρ replaces the original working path ar if
ρ is the very first working path of demand r, i.e., ar = 01×L; or Λnew < Λ, i.e., the
new working path results in less total capacity used. That is, the newly calculated
working path is committed if the following condition holds
ar = ρ, if ar = 01×L or Λnew < Λ. (2.78)
The path link incidence matrix A, the capacity provision matrix G, and the vector s
will also be updated to reflect the working path change accordingly.
2.3.5 Numerical and Simulation Results
We present and evaluate the performance of the proposed ISR algorithm and compare
it against that of ILP4 and ILP8 since shared path protection under the scheduled
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Single Demand Routing(N ,L,K,r, flag)
1. Calculate current total capacity used Λ using Eqn. (2.73);
2. Calculate link metrics cr according to C1-C3;
3. Find shortest path ρ using cr;
4. Calculate the new total used capacity Λnew using Eqn. (2.73);
5. If Λnew < Λ or ar = 01×L (when flag is WP)
Update A with path ρ, G and s.
Fig. 2.7: Single demand routing algorithm for finding a working path of demand r.
traffic model is employed in these two optimization models as well as the ISR al-
gorithm. The objective of all the optimization models and the ISR algorithm is to
determine a pair of working path and protection path, and assign wavelengths to
them for each demand in a scheduled traffic demand set, so that the total number of
wavelength-links used is minimized provided that network resources are sufficient to
accommodate all the demands.
We first evaluate the performance of the ISR algorithm and compare it against
that of ILP4 and ILP8. Then, we will study and compare the performances of the
ISR algorithm with various demand ordering policies in larger networks with larger
demand sets.
Iterative Survivable Routing Algorithm versus ILPs
Table 2.3 shows the total number of wavelength-links required to accommodate
different traffic demand sets in ILP4, ILP8 and the ISR algorithm with different
demand ordering polices when the demand time correlation are weak, medium, and
strong, respectively. From the table, we observe that in the first two scenarios, the
size of example networks is small; the set of traffic demands is small; and the number
of wavelengths on each link is not large. In these scenarios, the optimization models
ILP4 and ILP8 are solved with the optimal solutions. ILP8 is also solved with the
optimal solutions in Scenario 3. In larger networks with large demand sets, however,
ILP4 and ILP8 cannot be solved with the optimal solutions within the time limit,
even though ILP8 employs two-step optimization approach, as shown in the last
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three scenarios in Table 2.3.
Scenario τ ILP4 ILP8 ISR
ESDF ETDF MCDF LCDF
W 11? 11? 12 12 12 12
1 M 12? 12? 13 13 13 13
S 13? 13? 14 14 14 14
W 24? 24? 25 25 25 25
2 M 30? 30? 31 31 31 31
S 33? 34? 35 35 35 35
W 43 44? 43 43 43 43
3 M 54 53? 53 53 53 53
S 68 66? 65 65 65 65
W 78 81 75 75 75 76
4 M 91 91 85 86 86 88
S 125 124 112 111 111 113
W 92 90 75 75 75 76
5 M 104 112 85 86 86 85
S 130 124 104 104 103 105
W 119 120 94 93 95 95
6 M 152 136 119 121 119 123
S 218 182 160 160 157 162
Tab. 2.3: Total number of wavelength-links used. ∗ indicates the optimal solution found
and W, M, S represent weak, medium and strong time correlation, respectively.
τ is the time correlation of a demand set.
In the first three scenarios in Table 2.3, we observe that the ISR algorithm (with
four different demand ordering policies) achieves the same results in almost all cases;
and the results are very close to that of ILP4 and ILP8, or even better than that
of ILP4 in Scenario 3 in which ILP4 only obtains sub-optimal solutions within the
time limit. As the network size, demand set size or wavelength set size increases,
the computational complexity of ILP4 and ILP8 prevent them from achieving good
solutions within the time limit. In contrast, the ISR algorithm achieves much better
performance in much less time, as shown in Scenarios 4, 5 and 6. In addition, we ob-
serve that the performances of the ISR algorithm employing various ordering policies
do not differ significantly in all the scenarios investigated.
Table 2.4 shows the computational time of ILP4, ILP8 and the ISR algorithm
when the demand time correlation are weak, medium, and strong, respectively, in the
6 scenarios investigated. A time range is given if different demand scheduling policies
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in the ISR algorithm result in different computational time. The results in the table
indicate that the proposed ISR algorithm is extremely time efficient (several orders
of magnitude less) while achieving excellent performance in terms of total network
resources used, which has been shown in Table 2.3.
Scenario τ ILP4 ILP8 ISR
W 1s < 1s (2.0− 2.1)× 10−4s
1 M 5s < 1s (2.3− 2.4)× 10−4s
S 10s < 1s (2.3− 2.4)× 10−4s
W 4s 1s (1.1− 1.6)× 10−3s
2 M 4m 5s (2.7− 2.8)× 10−3s
S 2h10m 20s (1.3− 1.7)× 10−3s
W × 17s 2.3× 10−2s
3 M × 1h20m 3.0× 10−2s
S × 3h14m 4.1× 10−2s
W × × (0.10− 0.11)s
4 M × × (0.12− 0.13)s
S × × (0.13− 0.14)s
W × × (0.15− 0.22)s
5 M × × (0.22− 0.27)s
S × × (0.24− 0.27)s
W × × (0.95− 1.23)s
6 M × × (1.33− 1.80)s
S × × (1.40− 1.68)s
Tab. 2.4: Computational time. × indicates the 4-hour time limit. h, m and s represent
hour(s), minute(s) and second(s), respectively. τ is the time correlation of a
demand set.
Impact of Ordering Policies on Iterative Survivable Routing Algorithm in Larger Networks
In this subsection, we investigate the performance of the ISR algorithm using
demand sets of various sizes in the NSFNET topology. Figs. 2.8 (a), (b) and (c) show
the total number of wavelength-links required by the ISR algorithm versus the number
of demands in a demand set. The ISR algorithm uses different demand scheduling
policies and is applied to demand sets with different demand time correlations (weak,
medium, and strong). Although the performances resulting from the four policies
appear to be close, we observe that the ISR algorithm employing the Most Conflicting
Demand First (MCDF) policy achieves the best performance in most scenarios, and
the one using the LCDF policy needs more wavelength-links than the three other
policies.
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Fig. 2.8: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of demands.
2.4 Heuristic Algorithm with SRLG
In this section, we extend our heuristic algorithm design described in Chapter 2.3
from the single link failure model to the single SRLG failure model so that 100%
restorability is guaranteed against any single SRLG failure in a WDM optical network.
2.4.1 SRLG Failure Model
We assume that there exist F SRLGs in the network. We use a binary matrix
H = {hf}F×1 = {hfl}F×L to characterize these SRLGs. The row vector hf in H
is for SRLG f and its element hfl takes on 1 if link l fails in SRLG f . In this way,
each SRLG failure is associated with a set of links that will fail simultaneously in the
failure scenario. Let the set of links be S(f). Moreover, we use two binary matrices
PA = {pAr }D×1 = {pArf}D×F and PB = {pBr }D×1 = {pBrf}D×F to denote the SRLG
failure matrix for the working paths and protection paths of all traffic demands,
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respectively, where pArf/p
B
rf = 1 if the working/protection path of demand r will be
affected by SRLG f , and pArf/p
B
rf = 0 otherwise. In other words, the row vector
pAr /p
B
r indicates the SRLGs through which the working (protection) path of demand
r passes. Matrices PA and PB can be calculated using Eq. (2.79) and Eq. (2.80),
respectively. Here A and B represent the working path link incidence matrix and
protection path link incidence matrix, respectively, as described in Chapter 2.3. Note
that a binary matrix multiplication operation “¯” is used in these two equations. It
modifies the general addition in 1 + 1 = 2 to Boolean addition 1 + 1 = 1 [68]. By
using this binary operation, the complicated logical relations among paths, links and
SRLG failure scenarios are simplified into one matrix operation.
PA = A¯HT (2.79)
PB = B¯HT (2.80)
In the link failure model, the working path and the protection path of the same
traffic demand should not share a physical link in order to achieve 100% restorability.
We call the links that are used by one working path tabu-links of its corresponding
protection path, and vice versa. In the single SRLG failure model, similarly, the
working path and the protection path of the same demand must use links that belong
to different SRLGs. More specially, the set of tabu-links of a working (protection)
path includes all the links that belong to the SRLGs through which its corresponding
protection (working) path passes. We use two binary matrices TA = {tAr }D×1 =
{tArl}D×L and TB = {tBr }D×1 = {tBrl}D×L to denote the tabu-link matrices of the
working paths and protection paths of all traffic demands, respectively, where tArl/t
B
rl =
1 if the working (protection) path of demand r is not allowed to use link l, and
tArl/t
B
rl = 0 otherwise. We use the operation “¯” again to calculate TA and TB in
Eq. (2.81) and Eq. (2.82), respectively.
TA = PB ¯H (2.81)
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TB = PA ¯H (2.82)
In the SRLG failure model, we re-define the capacity provision matrix as G =
{glf}L×F whose element glf indicates the minimum total capacity required on link l
to accommodate all working paths on link l and protect against the failure of SRLG
f . We use the minimum total capacity vector s and Λ (i.e., the total number of
wavelength-links used by working paths and protection paths of all demands) as
defined in Chapter 2.3.
We use an example to further explain the notation discussed above. Two static
demands are routed in the network of Fig. 2.9. The figure illustrates the capacity
provision matrix G, the vector of minimum required capacity of links s, and the
total number of wavelength-links Λ used to accommodate the two demands. The
working path and protection path of demand 1 between nodes 0 and 1 are WP1
(0 → 1) and PP1 (0 → 4 → 5 → 2 → 1). The working path and protection
path of demand 2 between nodes 0 and 2 are WP2 (0 → 1 → 2) and PP2
(0 → 4 → 5 → 2). Only seven links in the network are used by the paths of the
two demands and they only go through six SRLGs. Therefore, only these links
and SRLGs are included in the matrices to reduce the size of the matrices in the
example. The numbers besides the links (but not in the parentheses) are used to
number the links while the numbers in the parentheses indicate the corresponding
SRLG that the link belong to. Path link incidence matrices A and B give the
working paths and protection paths used by the two demands. Matrix H shows
the set of links that will fail simultaneously in an SRLG failure scenario. Notice
that in this example, links 1 and 4 belong to SRLG 1 and all other links belong to
a SRLG that only includes a single link. Matrices PA, PB, TA and TB are then
calculated based on A, B and H. The calculation of the capacity provision matrix
G is not straightforward and will be explained in detail below. After obtaining
matrix G, s and Λ can be easily obtained.
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Fig. 2.9: Illustration of capacity provision matrix based optimization model with SRLGs.
The numbers besides the links (but not in the parentheses) are used to number
the links while the numbers in the parentheses indicate the corresponding SRLG
that the link belong to.
Similar to the calculation of matrix G in the link failure model, we first define
a new demand group as follows and then explain how to calculate G based on this
group in addition to the demand groups DG0 and DG1 defined before. Fig. 2.10 shows
these three demand groups with a simplified network.
• Demand Group 3: DG3 = {r31, r32, ..., r3g3} where r3i (1 ≤ i ≤ g3) is a demand
whose working path passes through a link in S(f), i.e., the set of links that will
fail simultaneously in SRLG f .
Theorem 5: The minimum total capacity required on link l to accommodate all work-
ing paths on link l and to protect against the failure of SRLG f is equal to the weight
of the maximum weight clique of the weighted interval graph corresponding to the de-
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Working Path Protection Path
on any link in S(f):
Demand Group 0 ( DG0 )
Demand Group 1 ( DG1 )
Demand Group 3 ( DG3 )
on link l:
S(f): links that will fail in SRLG failure f
Link l
Fig. 2.10: Three demand groups with respect to link l and links in S(f).
mand set which includes the demands in Demand Group 0 and those in both Demand
Group 1 and Demand Group 3. That is, glf = ω(DG0
⋃
(DG1 ⋂DG3)).
Proof: When SRLG f fails, only the protection paths on link l whose corresponding
working paths pass through any link in S(f) need capacity assignment to protect the
failure because only those working traffic will be affected and need to be protected
on link l. The set of involved demands includes the demands in both Demand Group
1 and Demand Group 3, i.e., DG1 ⋂DG3. Let νlf be the minimum capacity required
by protection paths on link l when SRLG f fails. Similar to the proof of Theorem
3, therefore, νlf = ω(DG1
⋂DG3). In order to accommodate all working paths on
link l as well, glf depends on the demands in DG1
⋂DG3 and the demands in DG0.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 4, finally, the minimum total capacity required on
link l is glf = ω(DG0
⋃
(DG1 ⋂DG3)). 2
In the single SRLG failure model, the capacity provision matrix becomes G =
{glf}L×F = {ω(DG0
⋃
(DG1 ⋂DG3))}L×F . DG0 is determined in Eq. (2.74), and
DG1 ⋂DG3 can be determined in Eq. (2.83). To determine the whole matrix G, we
therefore need to know matrix PA as well as the information needed to calculate G in
the single link failure model (i.e., the matrices A, B and the original demand set D).
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Thereinafter we use G = Π(D,A,B,PA) to represent the calculation of the capacity
provision matrix.
DG1
⋂
DG3 = {r|brl = 1 and pArf = 1, r ∈ D} (2.83)
2.4.2 Iterative Survivable Routing in SRLG Failure Model: ISR-SRLG
We use an iterative algorithm which is similar to ISR, called ISR-SRLG, to process
demands in the single SRLG failure model. For demand r to be processed next that
requires nr lightpaths, our objective is to find a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths such that
there is only one physical route for either path and nr wavelengths will be used on
all the links along each path.
Given a set of scheduled traffic demandsD, ISR-SRLG first employs the Most Con-
flicting Demand First policy to sort the demands and saves the ordered demands in a
new set D′. The Most Conflicting Demand First policy achieves the best performance
in most scenarios among different demand ordering policies studied in Chapter 2.3.
The ISR-SRLG algorithm processes demands in D′ sequentially. It finds a pair of
paths for each demand iteratively as follows after initialization (Step 1 of Fig. 2.11).
For each demand r ∈ D′, the algorithm first finds its working path (Step 3 of
Fig. 2.11); and then finds its protection path (Step 4 of Fig. 2.11). The routing
of working path and protection path of an individual demand r is conducted by the
Single Demand Routing with SRLG (SDR-SRLG) procedure (given in Fig. 2.12). This
completes one iteration of the ISR-SRLG algorithm. The details of the SDR-SRLG
procedure will be elaborated on shortly. After accommodating all the demands in D′
(i.e., working paths and protection paths of all the demands have been found), for
each demand r ∈ D′, the ISR-SRLG algorithm, in the next iteration, tries to find a
new working path (and/or a new protection path) which consumes less capacity than
the path used by demand r in the previous iteration. If a better path is returned
by the SDR-SRLG procedure, this path replaces the old path used by r. Let tA and
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tB be the number of times that an old working path and an old protection path are
replaced during an iteration, respectively. The ISR-SRLG algorithm goes to a new
iteration unless no path is replaced in an iteration of execution (Step 5 of Fig. 2.11).
Iterative Survivable Routing with SRLG(N ,L,K,D′)
1. Initialize A = B = 0D×L, PA = PB = 0D×F , TA = TB = 0D×L,
G = 0L×F ;
2. tA = tB = 0;
3. For each demand r ∈ D′ do
Single Demand Routing with SRLG(N ,L,K,r,WP);
Increase tA by one if working path of r is updated;
4. For each demand r ∈ D′ do
Single Demand Routing with SRLG(N ,L,K,r,PP);
Increase tB by one if protection path of r is updated;
5. If tA + tB ≥ 1, go to step 2; exit otherwise;
Fig. 2.11: Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm under the single SRLG failure model.
We now describe how the working path and protection path of individual demands
are routed using the SDR-SRLG procedure. Fig. 2.12 shows the Single Demand
Routing with SRLG (SDR-SRLG) algorithm that finds the working path for demand
r. The algorithm of finding a protection path can be easily obtained by replacing ar,
A, pAr and t
B
r with br, B, p
B
r and t
A
r , respectively, in the steps in Fig. 2.12. Step
1 of the SDR-SRLG algorithm calculates the total capacity, Λ, used by all demands
accommodated in the network so far using Eq. (2.73). To find a better working path
for demand r, the SDR-SRLG algorithm calculates, in Step 2, a new vector of link
metrics cr, based on which a path is then calculated as the potential new working
path for demand r. The calculation of link metrics is explained in greater detail as
follows:
C1 The current working path ar of demand r is removed from the network to
obtain the new working path link incidence matrix A0, i.e., A0 = A except that
ar = 01×L in A
0. Based on the new A0, calculate G0 = Π(D,A0,B,PA) and
s0=maxG0 using Theorem 4 and Eq. (2.71) to obtain the capacity provision
matrix and the minimum total capacity required on each link.
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C2 Let a∗r = e
T − tAr denote all eligible links that can be used by the working path
of demand r after all links that share the same SRLG with its corresponding
protection path are removed. Assuming these eligible links are used to route
the working path of demand r, the new working path link incidence matrix
A∗ = A except that ar = a∗r in A
∗. The capacity provision matrix is G∗ =
Π(D,A∗,B,PA); and the vector of minimum total link capacity required is
s∗ =maxG∗.
C3 The vector of link metrics for demand r is obtained as
cr = {crl}L×1 = s∗ − s0. (2.84)
The element crl of cr indicates the incremental capacity needed on link l if this
link is used by the working path of demand r.
In step 3, all the tabu-links of ar, which are recorded in t
A
r , are removed, and a
shortest path algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm) based on link metrics cr is then
used to find a new working path ρ. In Step 4, the algorithm calculates Gnew =
Π(D,Anew,B,PA) and snew = maxGnew where Anew = A except that ar = ρ in
Anew. Then the algorithm obtains Λnew = eT snew. In the final step, the algorithm
replaces the original working path ar with the new path ρ if demand r does not have
a working path (i.e., ar = 01×L) or Λnew < Λ, i.e., the new path results in less total
capacity, as shown in Eq. (2.85). The algorithm then updates pAr and t
B
r in Eq. (2.86)
and Eq. (2.87), respectively. Note that the updated tBr will be used when finding the
protection path of demand r in the same iteration. The capacity provision matrix
G and capacity vector s will also be updated to reflect the change of working path
accordingly.
ar = ρ, if ar = 01×L or Λnew < Λ. (2.85)
pAr = ρ¯HT (2.86)
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tBr = p
A
r ¯H (2.87)
Single Demand Routing with SRLG(N ,L,K,r, flag)
1. Calculate current total capacity used Λ using Eq. (2.73);
2. Calculate link metrics cr according to C1-C3;
3. Find shortest path ρ using cr;
4. Calculate the new total used capacity Λnew using Eq. (2.73);
5. If Λnew < Λ or ar = 01×L (when flag is WP)
Update A with path ρ, pAr , t
B
r , G and s.
Fig. 2.12: Single demand routing algorithm for finding a working path under the single
SRLG failure model.
2.4.3 Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed ISR-SRLG algorithm
described in the previous section. The objective of the algorithm is to determine a
pair of SRLG-disjoint working path and protection path, and assign wavelengths to
them for each demand in a scheduled traffic demand set, so that the total number
of wavelength-links used is minimized provided that network resources are sufficient
to accommodate all the demands. In the simulation study, however, we limit the
number of wavelengths per link to be 100. We use the same network topology and
same simulation settings as those used in Chapter 2.3.
SRLGs Settings and Generation
SRLGs are known a priori for the survivable service provisioning problem. In our
simulation study, they are randomly generated. To facilitate this, we define the term
γ-SRLG set where γ is a positive integer. A γ-SRLG set has the property that it
contains γ links. That is, the size of a γ-SRLG set is γ. Hereinafter, we call a network
a γ-SRLG network if the maximum size of all SRLG sets in the network is γ. For a
γ-SRLG network, we randomly generate SRLGs according to the following rules for
each SRLG:
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• Any single SRLG failure does not disconnect the network;
• Each link in the network belongs to at least one SRLG. That is, there is no
risk-free link in the network;
• Each SRLG set contains 1 to γ links.
Note that each link in a network with single link failure can be considered as a
1-SRLG set and thus the single link failure model is a special case of the single SRLG
failure model.
For a network with a SRLG size constraint, we generate SRLGs using two meth-
ods. The first method randomly picks a node, and then randomly picks the links that
are within h hops from the selected node to be included in an SRLG. The method
produces h-hop localized SRLGs. The second method randomly picks links in the
topology to be included in an SRLG. This method produces non-localized SRLGs.
We use the NSFNET topology in our simulations and set h to be 3.
Heuristic Algorithm Performance: Different SRLG Sizes
Figures 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 show the total number of wavelength-links required to
accommodate different traffic demand sets in the ISR-SRLG algorithm with different
SRLG set sizes when the demand set time correlation are weak, medium, and strong,
respectively. As expected, we observe that as the size of SRLGs increases, more
wavelength-links are needed to accommodate the same traffic demand set. One reason
could be when an SRLG contains more links, the probability of a path passing through
links that belong to the same SRLG gets higher. This may force the path to use a
longer route. Another reason could be that more working capacity will be affected by
a single SRLG failure as an SRLG becomes larger. In this case, two working paths
are easier to be SRLG-joint and thus their corresponding protection paths cannot
share any wavelength-link. This lowers the degree of network resource sharing.
We also observe that when the size of SRLGs and/or the size of demand set
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become large enough (e.g., γ = 3 and |D| ≥ 30), the traffic demand set cannot be
accommodated based on the limited network resources (100 wavelengths per link),
i.e., the algorithm is unable to find a working path and a protection path for all the
demands in D that satisfy the shared path based protection constraints and provide
100% restorability for all demands to protect against a single SRLG failure. This
is true whether the SRLG sets are localized or not, or whether the demand time
correlation is strong or weak.
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Fig. 2.13: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under weak time correlation.
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Fig. 2.14: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under medium time correlation.
Heuristic Algorithm Performance: Different Types of SRLGs
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Fig. 2.15: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under strong time correlation.
Figure 2.16 depicts the total number of wavelength-links required in the network
with localized SRLGs or non-localized SRLGs when the demand time correlation are
weak, medium, and strong, respectively. Generally, the performance resulting from
the two SRLG generation methods (i.e., localized or non-localized) appears to be very
close in the figures for the cases we studied.
In all the cases we studied, our proposed algorithm is very time efficient and the
execution time roughly ranges from half a second to half a minute as the number of
demands increases from 10 to 100.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed various optimization models and efficient heuristic
algorithms to solve the survivability provisioning problem in WDM optical networks
under the scheduled traffic model. We have developed two joint RWA ILP formu-
lations, ILP1 and ILP2, for dedicated and shared protection schemes in survivable
WDM optical mesh networks under the conventional static traffic model and two joint
RWA ILP formulations, ILP3 and ILP4, under the scheduled traffic model. To solve
large problems, we separate the joint RWA problem into a routing subproblem and
a wavelength assignment subproblem. For the routing subproblem, we use ILP5 to
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Fig. 2.16: Comparison of localized SRLGs versus non-localized SRLGs: Total number of
wavelength-links used in 2-SRLG NSFNET network.
pre-compute a pair of link-disjoint routes for each of the demands in the traffic de-
mand set D as its working path and protection path. For the wavelength assignment
subproblems, the pair of routes for each demand r in D is assigned proper wavelengths
such that the total network resources (i.e., the number of wavelength-links) used by
all the demands are minimized. ILP6, ILP7 and ILP8 have been developed in
the wavelength assignment subproblem for protection schemes SP, DP-S and SP-S,
respectively. The simulation results showed that the protection schemes under the
scheduled traffic model (i.e., DP-S and SP-S) use much fewer wavelength-links than
their counterparts under the conventional static traffic model (i.e., DP and SP).
The reason is that DP-S and SP-S are able to exploit the time-disjointness among
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demands and reuse wavelength-links as much as possible.
We have proposed a capacity provision matrix based Iterative Survivable Rout-
ing (ISR) algorithm to solve the survivable service provisioning problem under the
scheduled traffic model. We first order the scheduled demands based on different
demand ordering policies and then process demands sequentially. The algorithm runs
iteratively to approximate the optimal solution. The simulation results showed that
the ISR can achieve very good performance that is very close to the optimal solutions
obtained by ILP4 and ILP8 when the size of example networks is small, the set of
traffic demands is small, and the number of wavelengths on each link is not large. As
the network size, demand set size or wavelength set size increases, the computational
complexity of ILP4 and ILP8 prevent them from achieving good solutions within the
time limit. In contrast, the ISR algorithm achieves much better performance in much
less time. In addition, we have observed that the performances of the ISR algorithm
employing various scheduling policies do not differ significantly in all the scenarios
investigated.
We have also extended the heuristic algorithm design from the single link failure
model to the single SRLG failure model. The extended heuristic algorithm ISR-SRLG
is able to solve the survivable routing problem in WDM optical networks in which
100% restorability is guaranteed against any single SRLG failure under the scheduled
traffic model. We consider both localized SRLGs and non-localized SRLGs, as well
as SRLG sets with different sizes. The simulation results showed that as the size
of SRLG set increases, more wavelength-links are needed to accommodate the same
traffic demand set. When the size of SRLG sets and/or the size of demand set become
large enough, the traffic demand set could not be accommodated based on the limited
network resources. The results also showed that, in general, the performances in terms
of total number of wavelength-links required in the network resulting from the two
SRLG generation methods (i.e., localized or non-localized) appear to be very close
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for the cases we studied.
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3. SLIDING SCHEDULED TRAFFIC MODEL
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose a more general scheduled traffic model, called slid-
ing scheduled traffic model. In this model, a demand is represented by a tuple
(s, d, n, α, β, τ) that satisfies β − α ≥ τ > 0 where s and d are the source and
destination, n is the number of requested bandwidth units, α and β are the starting
time and ending time of a time window during which the demand with a holding
time of τ time units resides. In this model, the demand holding time τ is an interval
within a time window [α, β]. Rather than fixing the starting time and ending time
of the demand, a flexibility is introduced in the definition of the interval. As a re-
sult, the demand is allowed to slide within a larger time window [α, β]. This model
allows an application to specify a larger time window during which the demand for
communication bandwidth is satisfied. Fixing the starting time and ending time of a
demand may be too restrictive in practical scenarios. Furthermore, this model gives
a service provider more flexibility in provisioning the requested demand and a better
opportunity to optimize the network resources since a demand is considered accom-
modated as long as it is provisioned within the larger time window. Given a demand,
the actual starting time of the demand is variable relative to the left boundary α of
its associated time window. If the demand starts at ε time units after α, the demand
is active during [α + ε, α + ε + τ ], as shown in Fig. 3.1.
In this chapter, we derive properties of the sliding scheduled traffic model. Based
on the properties, in addition, we develop an efficient algorithm to reduce time conflict
among demands by properly place demands within their associated time windows to
τ
α β
ε
Fig. 3.1: A sliding scheduled traffic demand.
minimize their overlapping in the time domain.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We derive properties of the sliding
scheduled traffic model in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the demand time conflict
reduction algorithm. Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.
3.2 Properties of Sliding Scheduled Traffic Model
As shown in Fig. 3.1, given a sliding scheduled traffic demand r, the actual starting
time of the demand is variable relative to the left boundary α of its associated time
window. If the demand starts at ε time units after α, the demand is active during
[α + ε, α + ε + τ ]. Let the actual starting time and ending time of demand r be br
and er, respectively. Obviously br = αr + εr and er = αr + εr + τ r.
Theorem 6: Two sliding scheduled traffic demands rp and rq overlap in time if and
only if erp > brq and erq > brp .
Proof: We first prove if erp > brq and erq > brp then demands rp and rq overlap in
time. Let b = max(brp , brq) and e = min(erp , erq). Since erp > brp and erq > brq , when
erp > brq and erq > brp , min(erp , erq) > max(brp , brq), i.e., e > b. Obviously [b, e] is
the common time period of demands rp and rq. Therefore the two demands overlap
in time.
Next we prove if demands rp and rq overlap in time then e
rp > brq and erq > brp .
When rp and rq overlap in time, they must have a common time period. Let [b, e] be
this time period. Then we have brp ≤ b < e ≤ erp for demand rp, and brq ≤ b < e ≤ erq
for demand rq. Therefore e
rp > brq and erq > brp .
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This proves the theorem. 2
We use T rp,rq to indicate whether demands rp and rq overlap in time (T
rp,rq=1) or
not (T rp,rq=0). In the scheduled traffic model, since the starting time and ending time
of each demand are fixed and known in advance, we can easily determine T rp,rq for
any demand pair (rp, rq) and take it as input information for the survivable service
provisioning problem, as shown in ILP3, ILP4, ILP7 and ILP8. In the sliding
scheduled traffic model, however, it may not be able to determine T rp,rq before fixing
εrp and εrq . One simple case is that once εrp and εrq are fixed, brp , erp , brq and erq can
be determined accordingly. Let G
rp,rq
1 and G
rp,rq
2 be the conditions of e
rp > brq and
erq > brp , respectively. Then we can determine T rp,rq by checking conditions G
rp,rq
1
and G
rp,rq
2 . If both of them are satisfied, by Theorem 6, we conclude that demands
rp and rq overlap in time (i.e., T
rp,rq=1). Otherwise T rp,rq is 0. We determine T rp,rq
in optimization schemes ILP9 and ILP10 presented in Chapter 4.2.
Based on the time windows of a demand set D, {[αr, βr] | 1 ≤ r ≤ |D|}, we can
construct an interval graph H where a vertex of H corresponds to a time window
and an edge of H connects two vertices of H if and only if their corresponding time
windows intersect (see Figs. 1.5 and 3.2). Now consider the case when the demands
1
2
6
3
4 5
7
Fig. 3.2: Interval graph representation of the example demand set in Table 1.1.
are placed within their corresponding time windows, we can obtain another interval
graph H′ by finding the intersection graph of the positioned demand intervals where
the vertices of H′ is in one-to-one correspondence with the demands and an edge of
H′ connects two vertices of H′ if and only if the corresponding demands intersect
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in time. Note that the vertices of H and H′ are the time windows and associated
positioned demands, respectively. Among the edges of H, we distinguish two types:
strong edges and weak edges.
Definition 1: Consider two nodes u and v of H. Without loss of generality, let αu ≤
αv. An edge (u, v) is strong if and only if αu + τu > βv − τv holds when αu ≤ αv ≤
βu ≤ βv, or αu + τu > βv − τv and αv + τv > βu − τu hold when αu ≤ αv < βv ≤ βu.
An edge is weak in all other cases.
From the definition, if vertices of H corresponding to two time windows are con-
nected by a strong edge, then the corresponding demand intervals intersect in time
no matter how they are feasibly placed within their respective windows, i.e., corre-
sponding vertices of H′ are connected with an edge. The set of all strong edges of H
is denoted by ESH while the set of all weak edges is denoted by E
W
H . E
S
H and E
W
H are a
partition of edges, EH , of H. As a special case, all edges of H are strong when only
one feasible placement of demand intervals within their time windows exists, that is,
τr = βr − αr for all r ∈ D, in which case the actual starting time and ending time of
demands are the same as the starting time and ending time of their respective time
windows.
Given two demands connected by a weak edge (u, v) in H, there always exist
at least two different ways to suitably place the two demand intervals within their
time windows, which results in different interval graphs, of which one graph contains
the weak edge (u, v) and the other graph does not. This means that if two demand
intervals are suitably placed in their time windows, they may be disjoint in time (i.e.,
no time overlapping). Therefore, this weak edge may not be present in H′. Hence,
an interval graph H′ obtained given a feasible placement of demands is a subgraph of
H. In particular, the vertices of H and H′ correspond to each other, but EH′ ⊆ EH;
furthermore ESH ⊆ EH′ ⊆ EH.
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Definition 2: A demand r = (s, d, n, α, β, τ) is tight or its corresponding vertex in H
is tight if β−α < 2τ . Otherwise, a demand or its corresponding vertex in H is loose.
Lemma 1: No strong edge connects two loose vertices.
Proof: Consider two loose vertices u, v of H, and let cu = βu−αu2 and cv = βv−αv2
be the central coordinate of the corresponding time windows. Assume, without loss
of generality, that cu ≤ cv. Since both vertices u, v are loose, the demand interval
associated with u placed in the leftmost position (i.e., (αu, αu + τu]) lies completely
on the left of cu, and the demand interval associated with v placed in its rightmost
position (i.e., (βv − τv, βv]) lies completely on the right of cv. That is, αu + τu ≤ cu
and cv ≤ βv − τv. The lemma is proved. 2
Theorem 7: Let v be a loose vertex of H, and let A(v) denote the set of all vertices
connected to v by strong edges. Then all vertices in A(v) are tight and are pairwise
connected by strong edges.
Proof: Consider any two vertices x, y ∈ A(v). Since edges (x, v), (y, v) are strong,
both x and y are tight according to Lemma 1. Therefore, the demand intervals
associated with vertex x and y intersect the demand interval associated with v. We
have
αv + τv > βx − τx, αx + τx > βv − τv.
Similarly, we have
αv + τv > βy − τy, αy + τy > βv − τv.
Furthermore, since vertex v is loose, that is βv − τv ≥ αv + τv. Therefore, we have
αx + τx > βy − τy, αy + τy > βx − τx.
This proves the theorem. 2
Note from the theorem that {v}∪A(v) form a complete subgraph whose edges are
all strong. We can also conclude that any complete subgraph of H with all strong
edges has at most one loose vertex.
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3.3 Demand Time Conflict Reduction Algorithm
Obviously, reducing overlapping or conflict between demands in time helps temporal
resource reuse. In this section, given a set of sliding scheduled traffic demands D,
we propose a time domain conflict reduction algorithm applied to the set D to find a
proper placement of demand intervals in their associated time windows such that the
number of demand pairs that overlap (or conflict) in time is minimized. This problem
can be solved by first constructing an interval graph H based on the demand time
windows. Then all tight and loose vertices as well as all strong and weak edges in
the graph H are identified. Note that strong edges reflect time conflicts of demand
pairs that cannot be resolved no matter how demand intervals are placed within their
time windows. Therefore, strong edges of H are always in H′. However, whether a
weak edge of H is in H′ depends on how demand intervals are placed. Our proposed
conflict reduction algorithm works to remove as many weak edges as possible from
the graph H to obtain H′.
3.3.1 Strong Edge Detection
We first describe how to detect strong edges given two demands in the form (α1, β1, τ1)
and (α2, β2, τ2) (for ease of exposition, only relevant timing information is included
for a demand). The placements of demand intervals within their corresponding time
windows are ε1 and ε2 units of time from their left boundaries, respectively. Feasible
placements are subjected to the following constraints:
0 ≤ ε1 ≤ β1 − α1 − τ1, and (3.1)
0 ≤ ε2 ≤ β2 − α2 − τ2. (3.2)
From Definition 1, the demand intervals of the two demands are disjoint in time
if
α1 + ε1 + τ1 ≤ β2 − τ2, and (3.3)
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Fig. 3.3: An example that shows how time conflict reduction algorithm works. Filled ver-
tices are tight vertices. Empty vertices are loose vertices. Thick edges are strong
edges. Thin edges are weak edges.
α2 + ε2 ≥ α1 + τ1; (3.4)
or
α2 + ε2 + τ2 ≤ β1 − τ1, and (3.5)
α1 + ε1 ≥ α2 + τ2. (3.6)
If Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) result in no solution for ε1 and
ε2, then the vertices associated with these two demands are connected by a strong
edge. Otherwise, these two demand intervals may be disjoint in time for some proper
feasible placement ε1 and ε2. The relationship between feasible placements of these
two demand intervals (i.e., ε1 and ε2) is obviously mandated by
α1 + ε1 + τ1 ≤ α2 + ε2, or (3.7)
α2 + ε2 + τ2 ≤ α1 + ε1, (3.8)
as well as Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2).
3.3.2 Time Conflict Reduction
Given a set of sliding scheduled traffic demands D, the algorithm (Fig. 3.4) first
constructs an interval graph H based on the time windows {[αr, βr] | 1 ≤ r ≤ |D|}.
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//Input: D= {r = (sr, dr, nr, αr, βr, τr) | 1 ≤ r ≤ |D|}
Demand Time Conflict Reduction Algorithm (D)
1. Construct an interval graph H based on {[αr, βr] |r ∈ D};
2. Identify all the strong edges and tight vertices in H;
3. For each loose vertex in H, find its neighboring vertices directly connected by strong edges in H
(Theorem 1);
4. For each remaining tight vertex, find its neighboring vertices directly connected by strong edges
in H;
5. Do
6. Remove as many weak edges as possible from H using an edge removing policy;
7. Update the feasible placement εr of any affected demand interval r ∈ D (as a result of
removing edges);
8. Until no more weak edges can be removed from H;
9. Use the minimum of all feasible placements εr for demand r ∈ D.
Fig. 3.4: Pseudo code for the demand time conflict reduction algorithm.
The algorithm then goes on to identify all strong edges and tight vertices in H. This
is achieved by two steps. First, for each loose vertex in H, the algorithm finds its
neighboring tight vertices and check if the edge is strong or weak. Second, for each
of the remaining tight vertices, the algorithm finds its neighboring tight vertices and
check if the edge is strong or weak. These two steps make use of the conditions derived
above. Afterwards, the time conflict reduction algorithm uses an edge removing policy
to repeatedly remove weak edges in graphH until no more weak edges can be removed.
Finally, for each demand r, among all feasible placements that result in reduced time
conflict (i.e., εr, 1 ≤ r ≤ |D| may take various feasible values), the algorithm takes
the minimum of εr, 1 ≤ r ≤ |D| as the final positions for all the demands.
3.3.3 Weak Edge Removing Policy
To remove a weak edge between two vertices u, v, one needs to determine feasible
placements bu and bv of the demand intervals associated with u and v that result in
no time conflict. This is achieved by solving Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), and
(3.6). The edge (u, v) is removed only if the solutions of bu and bv are not empty. If
edge (u, v) is chosen to be removed, the feasible placements of all vertices that were
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connected to u or v using weak edges in H need to be updated using Eqs. (3.7) and
(3.8).
Most Conflict Resolved First Policy This policy looks at a vertex, v, that is not in
a strong edge connected complete subgraph in H. It then determines the feasible
placements of all vertices (e.g., u) that are connected to v using weak edges such
that the demand intervals of u and v are disjoint in time. Among all the vertex,
v, the policy chooses the vertex, w, that results in the most number of weak edges
being removed. The policy then removes the removable weak edges connected to w.
Therefore, this policy is a greedy approach.
Most Connected Vertex First Policy This policy first chooses a vertex, v, that is not
in a strong edge connected complete subgraph in H and that is connected to the
most number of vertices in H. The policy then determines the feasible placements of
all vertices (e.g., u) that are connected to v using weak edges such that the demand
intervals of u and v are disjoint in time. All such edge (u, v) is then removed.
Least Connected Vertex First Policy This policy first chooses a vertex, v, that is not
in a strong edge connected complete subgraph in H and that is connected to the least
number of vertices. The policy then determines the feasible placements of all vertices
(e.g., u) that are connected to v using weak edges such that the demand intervals of
u and v are disjoint in time. All such edge (u, v) is then removed.
Earliest Setup Demand First Policy This policy first chooses a vertex, v, in H that
corresponds to a demand with earliest setup time, i.e., the earlier a demand starts,
the earlier it will be processed. The policy then determines the feasible placements of
all vertices (e.g., u) that are connected to v using weak edges such that the demand
intervals of u and v are disjoint in time. All such edge (u, v) is then removed.
LetD= {r1 = (0, 10, 8), r2 = (3, 28, 5), r3 = (2, 11, 3), r4 = (6, 9, 2), r5 = (12, 18, 3)}
(for ease of illustration, only relevant timing information (α, β, τ) is included). The
demand time windows [α, β] are shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Fig. 3.3(c) is the interval
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graph H based on the time windows of the demands where filled vertices are tight
and empty vertices are loose; thick edges are strong and thin edges are weak. The
greedy edge removing policy is applied. Fig. 3.3(d) shows that all weak edges
connected to vertex 2 are removed first. Fig. 3.3(e) shows that all weak edges
connected to vertex 3 are removed next. Fig. 3.3(b) shows the final placement of
demand intervals. The algorithm properly places the demands in their time win-
dows to reduce demand overlapping in time. There is only one time overlapping
between 1 and 4 left. 2
3.3.4 Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our demand time conflict reduction
algorithm. We use the NSFNET topology in Fig. 2.2 for performance evaluation and
comparison, and use the same simulation settings as that in Chapter 2.2.3.
Figs. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the percentage of pairwise demand time conflicts
resolved under weak, medium, and strong demand time window correlation, respec-
tively. In each scenario, the figures show the percentage for demand sets with demand
holding time as 20% - 80% of the time window length (in (a), (b), (c) and (d), re-
spectively), as well as uniformly mixed demand holding time with respect to the time
window length (in (e)). From the figures, we observe that the percentage of conflicts
resolved decreases as demand holding time increases. The quantity also decreases as
time correlation becomes stronger and as the number of demands in a set increases
from 10 to 100. We also observe that the earliest setup demand first policy performs
the best in almost all cases, especially when the demand time correlation is not very
strong.
Fig. 3.8 shows the overall performance of the demand time conflict reduction al-
gorithm with the earliest setup demand first policy under weak, medium, and strong
demand time window correlation, respectively. The last figure shows the overall per-
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Fig. 3.5: Demand time conflict reduction: Percentage of demand time conflicts resolved for
weak time window correlation.
formance of the algorithm given demand sets with uniformly mixed demand holding
time with respect to the time window length. From the figure, we observe that well
over 50% of time conflicts can be resolved using our proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 3.6: Demand time conflict reduction: Percentage of demand time conflicts resolved for
medium time window correlation.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a more general traffic model, called sliding scheduled
traffic model. This model gives service providers more flexibility in provisioning the
requested demand and a better opportunity to optimize the network resources. We
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Fig. 3.7: Demand time conflict reduction: Percentage of demand time conflicts resolved for
strong time window correlation.
have derived some useful properties of this traffic model. We have also proposed a
demand time conflict reduction algorithm based on these properties. Given a set of
sliding scheduled traffic demands D, we apply the algorithm to the set D to find a
proper placement of demand intervals in their associated time windows such that the
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Fig. 3.8: Demand time conflict reduction with earliest setup demand first policy: Percent-
age of demand time conflicts resolved for weak, medium and strong time window
correlation. The last figure shows the result for demand sets with uniformly mixed
demand holding time with respect to the time window length.
number of demand pairs that overlap (or conflict) in time is minimized. The algorithm
constructs an interval graph based on the demand time windows and removes as many
weak edges as possible from the graph. Simulation results showed that our proposed
demand time conflict reduction algorithm can solve well over 50% of time conflicts.
In the demand time conflict reduction algorithm, in addition, we considered different
weak edge removing policies. Among these policies, we observed that the earliest
setup demand first policy performs best in almost all scenarios we investigated.
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4. SURVIVABILITY PROVISIONING UNDER SLIDING
SCHEDULED TRAFFIC MODEL
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3.1, we proposed a general traffic model, called sliding scheduled traffic
model. This traffic model, similar to the scheduled traffic model yet more general,
is able to capture the traffic characteristics of applications that require capacity on
a time-limited basis, and gives service providers more flexibility in provisioning the
requested demands and a better opportunity to optimize the network resources.
In the work of [56–58], we designed some efficient heuristic algorithms to solve
the RWA problem for a single demand or a given demand set, respectively. However,
no survivability was considered, i.e., only a working path for a demand was sought.
As a matter of fact, there has been no published work that investigates the issue
of survivability provisioning in WDM optical networks under the sliding scheduled
traffic model.
In this chapter, we study survivable service provisioning with shared protection
in wavelength convertible WDM optical mesh networks under the sliding scheduled
traffic model. We consider the static version of the problem where a set of sliding
scheduled traffic demands, D, is given, with the objective of minimizing the total
network resources (e.g., number of wavelength-links) used by working paths and pro-
tection paths of all the demands in D while 100% restorability is guaranteed against
any single failure (in the link failure model) or any single SRLG failure (in the SRLG
failure model). Obviously, reducing overlapping or conflict between demands in time
helps temporal resource reuse. Therefore, in sliding scheduled traffic model network
resource reuse can be further exploited in time by appropriately placing demands in
their associated time windows.
We first develop two joint RWA ILP formulations for dedicated and shared pro-
tection schemes, respectively, in survivable WDM optical mesh networks under the
sliding scheduled traffic model. We then develop an efficient two-step approach which
is based on the demand time conflict reduction algorithm introduced in Chapter 3.3
and the Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm described in Chapter 2.3. In the first
step of the approach, we use the demand time conflict reduction algorithm to min-
imize the time overlapping among a set of demands by properly placing a demand
within its associated time window. In the second step, we use the ISR algorithm to
find routes and assign wavelengths to the demands whose starting times and ending
times have been determined by the demand time conflict reduction algorithm. Fi-
nally, we extend the heuristic algorithm design from the single link failure model to
the single SRLG failure model.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents joint RWA ILP
formulations for survivability provisioning under the sliding scheduled traffic model.
Section 4.3 describes an efficient 2-step heuristic algorithm based on the demand time
conflict reduction algorithm and the ISR algorithm. Section 4.4 extends the heuristic
algorithm design from the single link failure model to the single SRLG failure model.
Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.
4.2 Optimization Models
In this section, we develop two joint RWA ILP formulations, ILP9 and ILP10, for
dedicated and shared protection schemes in survivable WDM optical mesh networks
under the sliding scheduled traffic model, respectively. Similar to protection schemes
DP-S and SP-S, the two protection schemes under the sliding scheduled traffic model
are abbreviated as DP-SS and SP-SS, respectively.
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4.2.1 Joint Optimization Schemes
ILP9 − Joint RWA ILP for DP-SS
This ILP is developed for joint RWA optimization using dedicated path protection
under the sliding scheduled traffic model. In this optimization model, demands are
allowed to slide within a larger time window, which gives a better opportunity to
optimize the total used network resources since a demand is considered accommodated
as long as it is provisioned within the time window.
(1) The following are given as program inputs:
• N : the set of nodes in the network;
• L: the set of links in the network;
• K: the set of wavelengths on each link;
• D: the set of sliding scheduled traffic demands; For each demand r = (sr, dr, nr,
αr, βr, τr) ∈ D, sr and dr are the source node and destination node of demand
r, respectively, nr is the number of requested lightpaths, αr and βr are the
starting time and ending time of a time window during which the demand with
a holding-time of τ time units resides;
• M : a large number (e.g., maximum demand lasting time).
(2) The problem solves the following variables given a set of traffic demands D:
• δri,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the working path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) (=1) or not (=0);
• ηri,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the protection path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) (=1) or not (=0);
• Ar,λi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the working path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) using wavelength λ (=1) or not (=0);
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• Br,λi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the protection path of demand r traverses link
(i, j) using wavelength λ (=1) or not (=0);
• εr ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}: the offset starting time of demand r;
• Grp,rq1 ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the actual tear-down time of demand rp is
later than the actual setup time of demand rq (i.e., e
rp > brq) (=1) or not (=0).
To reduce the number of constraints in the ILP, we only consider G
rp,rq
1 (p < q).
Without loss of generality, hereafter we assume that rp and rq are ordered in
demand set D;
• Grp,rq2 ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the actual tear-down time of demand rq is
later than the actual setup time of demand rp (i.e., e
rq > brp) (=1) or not (=0)
(p < q);
• T rp,rq ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether demands rp and rq overlap in time (=1) or
not (=0) (p < q);
• Xλi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether some working paths or protection paths traverse
link (i, j) using wavelength λ (=1) or not (=0).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (4.1)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (4.2)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (4.3)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (4.4)
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Eqs. (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) are to ensure that the flow conservation constraints at
source nodes, destination nodes and intermediate nodes are satisfied along working
paths, respectively.
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (4.5)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (4.6)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (4.7)
Flow conservation constraints along protection paths are satisfied in Eqs. (4.5), (4.6)
and (4.7).
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (4.8)
Eq. (4.8) guarantees that the working path and protection path of demand r are
link-disjoint.
0 ≤ εr ≤ βr − αr − τ r (4.9)
Eq. (4.9) guarantees that the actual setup time and tear-down time of demand r
are within the time window during which it resides, i.e., br = αr + εr ∈ [αr, βr) and
er = αr + εr + τ r ∈ (αr, βr].
M×Grp,rq1 ≥ (αrp+εrp+τ rp)−(αrq +εrq), M×(Grp,rq1 −1) < (αrp+εrp+τ rp)−(αrq +εrq),
(4.10)
M×Grp,rq2 ≥ (αrq +εrq +τ rq)−(αrp+εrp), M×(Grp,rq2 −1) < (αrq +εrq +τ rq)−(αrp+εrp),
(4.11)
G
rp,rq
1 + G
rp,rq
2 ≤ T rp,rq + 1, Grp,rq1 + Grp,rq2 ≥ 2× T rp,rq ,
∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.12)
Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11) determine whether the conditions G1 (i.e., e
rp − brq > 0) and
G2 (i.e., e
rq − brp > 0) are satisfied, respectively. Only when both the conditions are
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satisfied, T rp,rq will be set to 1, which means demands rp and rq overlap in time. This
is determined in Eq. (4.12).
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (4.13)
Eq. (4.13) guarantees that the requested capacity of demand r is satisfied.
A
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j + T
rp,rq ≤ 2, Arp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j + T rp,rq ≤ 2,
B
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j + T
rp,rq ≤ 2, Brp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j + T rp,rq ≤ 2,
∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.14)
Eq. (4.14) ensures that if demands rp and rq overlap in time (i.e., T
rp,rq = 1), then
wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by the working path or protection
path of demand rp and the working path or protection path of demand rq. Otherwise,
demands rp and rq are allowed to share the wavelength-link. Therefore we conclude
that in this formulation, wavelength-links of the working path of demand r can be
reused by the working path or protection path of other demands that do not overlap
in time with r. The same is also true for wavelength-links of the protection path of
a demand.
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (4.15)
Eq. (4.15) determines whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths. The use of a wavelength-link will be counted only once
even if it is used by more than one demand at different time instances.
ILP10 − Joint RWA ILP for SP-SS
This ILP is developed for joint RWA optimization using shared path protection
under the sliding scheduled traffic model. Similar to SP-S, this optimization model
enables resource optimization in both space and time. In addition, it maximally ex-
ploits the time disjointness among demands by sliding them within their time windows
to minimize the total network resources used.
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(1) This problem solves the following variables in addition to those defined in ILP9:
• Srp,rqi,j ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the working paths of demands rp and rq are
link-joint with respect to link (i, j) (=1) or not (=0) (p < q);
• Srp,rq ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether the working paths of demands rp and rq are
link-joint (=1) or not (=0) (p < q);
• TSrp,rq ∈ {0, 1}: indicates whether demands rp and rq overlap in time and their
working paths are link-joint (=1) or not (=0) (p < q).
Objective
minimize{
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
∑
∀λ∈K
Xλi,j} (4.16)
Subject to: (r ∈ D, (i, j) ∈ L, λ ∈ K, if not specified otherwise)
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
δrsr,o = 1, δ
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (4.17)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
δri,dr = 1, δ
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (4.18)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
δri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
δrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (4.19)
Eqs. (4.17), (4.18) and (4.19) are to ensure that the flow conservation constraints at
source nodes, destination nodes and intermediate nodes are satisfied along working
paths, respectively.
∑
∀o:(sr,o)∈L
ηrsr,o = 1, η
r
i,sr = 0, ∀i : (i, sr) ∈ L (4.20)
∑
∀i:(i,dr)∈L
ηri,dr = 1, η
r
dr,o = 0, ∀o : (dr, o) ∈ L (4.21)
∑
∀i:(i,j)∈L
ηri,j −
∑
∀o:(j,o)∈L
ηrj,o = 0, ∀j ∈ N (j 6= sr, dr) (4.22)
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Flow conservation constraints along protection paths are satisfied in Eqs. (4.20),
(4.21) and (4.22).
δri,j + η
r
i,j ≤ 1 (4.23)
Eq. (4.23) guarantees that the working path and protection path of demand r are
link-disjoint.
0 ≤ εr ≤ βr − αr − τ r (4.24)
Eq. (4.24) guarantees that the actual setup time and tear-down time of demand r
are within the time window during which it resides, i.e., br = αr + εr ∈ [αr, βr) and
er = αr + εr + τ r ∈ (αr, βr].
M×Grp,rq1 ≥ (αrp+εrp+τ rp)−(αrq +εrq), M×(Grp,rq1 −1) < (αrp+εrp+τ rp)−(αrq +εrq),
(4.25)
M×Grp,rq2 ≥ (αrq +εrq +τ rq)−(αrp+εrp), M×(Grp,rq2 −1) < (αrq +εrq +τ rq)−(αrp+εrp),
(4.26)
G
rp,rq
1 + G
rp,rq
2 ≤ T rp,rq + 1, Grp,rq1 + Grp,rq2 ≥ 2× T rp,rq ,
∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.27)
Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) determine whether the conditions G1 (i.e., e
rp − brq > 0) and
G2 (i.e., e
rq − brp > 0) are satisfied, respectively. Only when both the conditions are
satisfied, T rp,rq will be set to 1, which means demands rp and rq overlap in time. This
is determined in Eq. (4.27).
δ
rp
i,j + δ
rq
i,j ≤ Srp,rqi,j + 1, δrpi,j + δrqi,j ≥ 2× Srp,rqi,j , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.28)
Eq. (4.28) determines whether the working paths of demands rp and rq are link-joint
with respect to link (i, j). S
rp,rq
i,j is set to 1 only when both δ
rp
i,j and δ
rq
i,j take on 1.
Srp,rq ≤
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
S
rp,rq
i,j , |L| × Srp,rq ≥
∑
∀(i,j)∈L
S
rp,rq
i,j , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.29)
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Eq. (4.29) determines whether the working paths of demands rp and rq are sharing
any common link.
T rp,rq + Srp,rq ≤ TSrp,rq + 1, T rp,rq + Srp,rq ≥ 2× TSrp,rq , ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.30)
Eq. (4.30) determines whether demands rp and rq overlap in time and their working
paths are link-joint.
∑
∀λ∈K
Ar,λi,j = δ
r
i,j × nr,
∑
∀λ∈K
Br,λi,j = η
r
i,j × nr (4.31)
Eq. (4.31) guarantees that the requested capacity of demand r is satisfied.
A
rp,λ
i,j + A
rq ,λ
i,j + T
rp,rq ≤ 2, Arp,λi,j + Brq ,λi,j + T rp,rq ≤ 2, Brp,λi,j + Arq ,λi,j + T rp,rq ≤ 2,
∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.32)
Eq. (4.32) ensures that if demands rp and rq overlap in time (i.e., T
rp,rq = 1), then
wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by the working path of demand rp
and the working path or protection of demand rq. In addition, the protection path of
demand rp and the working path or protection of demand rq cannot share the same
wavelength-link either. Note that Eq. (4.32) implies that wavelength-links can be
reused by two demands that do not overlap in time, which is similar to ILP9.
B
rp,λ
i,j + B
rq ,λ
i,j + TS
rp,rq ≤ 2, ∀rp, rq ∈ D(p < q) (4.33)
Eq. (4.33) ensures that if demands rp and rq are link-joint and overlap in time,
then wavelength λ on link (i, j) should not be shared by their protection paths.
Otherwise, the wavelength-link can be shared. Note that by Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33)
this formulation maximally exploits the network resource reuse in both space and
time, resulting in the minimization of total network resources used.
Xλi,j ≤
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ), |D| ×Xλi,j ≥
∑
∀r∈D
(Ar,λi,j + B
r,λ
i,j ). (4.34)
Eq. (4.34) determines whether wavelength λ on link (i, j) is used by some working
paths or protection paths. The use of a wavelength-link will be counted only once
even if it is used by more than one demand at different time instances.
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4.2.2 Numerical and Simulation Results
We present and evaluate the performance of ILP9 and ILP10 in this section. As
Section 2.2.3, we use the same example networks in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 for performance
evaluation and comparison. We also use the same simulation settings and investigate
the same six scenarios shown in Table 2.1.
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the total number of wavelength-links needed to satisfy
different traffic demand sets in protection schemes DP-SS and SP-SS, respectively.
W, M, S represent weak, medium and strong time correlation, respectively, and L
represents the percentage of demand holding time over the time window length. When
the demand sets have uniformly mixed demand holding time with respect to the time
window length, we say L is random in the tables.
Scenario τ ILP9 (DP-SS)
L=20% L=40% L=60% L=80% L=100% L Random
W 12? 12? 12? 12? 12? 12?
1 M 12? 12? 12? 12? 13? 12?
S 12? 12? 12? 13? 15? 12?
W 25? 25? 25? 25? 25? 25?
2 M 26? 26? 27? 29? 31? 26?
S 27? 28? 30? 33? 35? 30?
W 38 38 40 42 44 40
3 M 49 49 51 53 55 52
S 55 58 61 66 69 58
W 65 67 71 75 82 68
4 M 80 82 85 91 99 85
S 99 108 116 126 139 112
W 78 80 82 86 92 82
5 M 101 104 106 109 117 105
S 112 116 120 125 134 119
W × × × × 125 ×
6 M × × × × 166 ×
S × × × × 246 ×
Tab. 4.1: Total number of wavelength-links used in protection scheme DP-SS. (∗ indicates
the optimal solutions found and W, M, S represent weak, medium and strong
time correlation, respectively.)
As expected, we observe that the SP-SS scheme uses fewer wavelength-links than
the DP-SS scheme in all scenarios. The reason is obvious, that is, shared protection
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performs better than dedicated protection given the same network resources. We
also observe that as the demand holding time increases, more wavelength-links are
needed to accommodate the same demand set. When L is 100%, the sliding scheduled
traffic model degenerates to its special case, the scheduled traffic model, in which the
demand holding time is equal to the length of its corresponding time window.
From the table, we can see that in the first two cases, the size of example networks
is small; the set of traffic demands is small; and the number of wavelengths on each
link is not large. Under such scenarios, both ILP9 and ILP10 are able to achieve
the optimal solutions within a reasonable amount of time. In other cases with larger
networks and large demand sets, however, they cannot achieve the optimal solutions,
as shown in Cases 3, 4 and 5 of Tables 4.1 and 4.2. When the problem size becomes
larger (e.g., larger demand set), ILP9 and ILP10 are not even able to find feasible
solutions within the time limit we set in the simulations, i.e., 4 hours of execution,
as shown in Case 6 of the two tables. The only exception is the scenario in which
L is 100%. Under this scenario, the survivability provisioning problem under the
sliding scheduled traffic model is simplified to the problem under the scheduled traffic
model investigated in Chapter 2.2. Obviously the simplified problem has much lower
computation complexity and thus can be solved within the time limit, as shown in
our work in Chapter 2.2.
4.3 Heuristic Algorithm
4.3.1 Two-step Heuristic Approach: ISR+
We use a two-step approach to solve the survivable RWA problem under the sliding
scheduled traffic model. In the first step, given a set of sliding scheduled traffic
demands D, we minimize the time overlapping between demands in D by using the
demand time conflict reduction algorithm described in Chapter 3.3. Then we use the
Iterative Survivable Routing (ISR) algorithm described in Chapter 2.3 to solve the
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Scenario τ ILP10 (SP-SS)
L=20% L=40% L=60% L=80% L=100% L Random
W 11? 11? 11? 11? 11? 11?
1 M 11? 11? 11? 11? 12? 11?
S 11? 11? 11? 12? 13? 11?
W 24? 24? 24? 24? 24? 24?
2 M 25? 25? 26? 28? 30? 25?
S 26? 26? 28? 30? 33? 28?
W 37 37 38 40 43 38
3 M 48 48 49 52 54 49
S 53 55 58 64 68 56
W 59 62 66 72 78 64
4 M 70 73 78 83 91 74
S 90 94 102 112 125 98
W 76 78 80 85 92 79
5 M 95 97 100 105 114 100
S 105 108 113 120 130 111
W × × × × 119 ×
6 M × × × × 152 ×
S × × × × 218 ×
Tab. 4.2: Total number of wavelength-links used in protection scheme SP-SS. (∗ indicates
the optimal solutions found and W, M, S represent weak, medium and strong
time correlation, respectively.)
survivable routing problem under the sliding scheduled traffic model by processing
demands sequentially and iteratively. We call the extended algorithm as ISR+. It
processes demands whose starting times and ending times have been determined in
the demand time conflict reduction algorithm.
4.3.2 Numerical and Simulation Results
We investigate the impact of different weak edge removing policies by applying the
heuristic algorithm ISR+ to the NSFNET network with various sizes of demand sets.
Then, we evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithm by comparing it against
that of ILP10 since shared path protection under the sliding scheduled traffic model
is employed in the optimization model as well as the proposed heuristic algorithm.
Impact of Weak Edge Removing Policy
In Chapter 3.3, we have studied the demand time conflict reduction algorithm
as well as four weak edge removing policies. The simulation results showed that the
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earliest setup demand first policy performs the best in almost all cases investigated.
However, resolving more demand time conflicts for a given sliding scheduled demand
set may not necessarily result in less total network resources used to accommodate
the whole demand set. This motivates us to investigate the impact of different weak
edge removing policies. We apply the heuristic algorithm ISR+ by using traffic
demand sets with various sizes in the NSFNET topology. Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3
show the total number of wavelength-links used by the heuristic algorithm with weak,
medium, and strong demand time correlation, respectively, versus the number of
demands in a demand set. The ISR+ algorithm processes demands by employing the
Most Conflicting Demand First policy, which has been shown to be the best demand
ordering policy in general in Chapter 2.3. From the figures we observe that although
the performance resulting from the four weak edge removing policies appear to be
close, the ISR+ algorithm employing the earliest setup demand first policy to reduce
the demand time conflict performs the best in most scenarios investigated. More
specifically, the ESDF policy performs the best in 80% of cases and, in other cases,
it only needs up to 10% more wavelength-links than the best solutions achieved by
one of other three policies. We observed similar results by using other three demand
ordering policies.
Impact of Demand Length Percentage
Figs. 4.4 (a), (b) and (c) show the total number of wavelength-links used by the
heuristic algorithm ISR+ with weak, medium, and strong demand time correlation,
respectively, versus the number of demands in a demand set when the earliest setup
demand first weak edge removing policy is used. The last figure shows the results
for demand sets with uniformly mixed demand holding time with respect to the time
window length. From the figures we observe that, as expected, more wavelength-links
are needed as the percentage of the demand holding time with respect to the time
window length increases.
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Fig. 4.1: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of demands under weak time
window correlation.
Heuristic Algorithm vs. ILP
Table 4.3 shows the total number of wavelength-links used to satisfy different
traffic demand sets in the heuristic algorithm ISR+. We compare its performance
with that of ILP10, as shown in Table 4.2, because shared path protection under
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(e) Uniformly mixed demand length
Fig. 4.2: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of demands under medium time
window correlation.
the sliding scheduled traffic model is employed in both ISR+ and the optimization
model. From the tables, we observe that in the first two scenarios, the size of example
networks is small; the set of traffic demands is small; and the number of wavelengths
on each link is not large. In these scenarios, the optimization model ILP10 is solved
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Fig. 4.3: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of demands under strong time
window correlation.
with the optimal solutions. ISR+ does not achieve optimal solutions; but the results
are very close to that of ILP10. In Scenarios 3 through 6, when network size and
demand set size get larger, ILP10 cannot be solved to obtain the optimal solutions
within the time limit, and cannot even be solved with feasible solutions within the
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Fig. 4.4: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of demands under weak, medium
and strong time window correlation. The last figure shows the result for demand
sets with uniformly mixed demand holding time with respect to the time window
length.
time limit, as we mentioned in Chapter 4.2.2. In contrast, the heuristic algorithm
ISR+ achieves much better performance in much less time, and is able to obtain good
performance in Scenario 6.
4.4 Heuristic Algorithm with SRLG
In this section, we extend our heuristic algorithm design described in Section 4.3
from the single link failure model to the single SRLG failure model so that 100%
restorability is guaranteed against any single SRLG failure in a WDM optical network.
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Scenario τ ISR+ (SP-SS)
L=20% L=40% L=60% L=80% L=100% L Random
W 12 12 12 12 12 12
1 M 13 13 13 13 13 13
S 13 13 13 13 14 13
W 25 25 25 25 25 25
2 M 26 26 27 28 31 26
S 27 28 30 33 35 30
W 39 40 40 41 43 40
3 M 46 46 47 50 53 48
S 49 51 54 59 65 53
W 60 62 66 70 75 64
4 M 64 66 72 78 86 68
S 71 82 92 102 111 90
W 69 70 71 73 75 71
5 M 73 75 78 82 86 78
S 78 82 88 95 103 87
W 90 91 91 92 95 91
6 M 94 99 106 112 119 102
S 123 129 137 146 157 131
Tab. 4.3: Total number of wavelength-links used in protection scheme SP-SS in sliding
heuristic approach ISR+.
4.4.1 Two-step Heuristic Approach: ISR+-SRLG
We use a two-step approach to solve the survivable RWA problem in a WDM mesh
network with SRLGs under the sliding scheduled traffic model. In the first step, given
a set of sliding scheduled traffic demands D, we minimize the time overlapping be-
tween demands in D by using the demand time conflict reduction algorithm described
in Chapter 3.3. Then we use the Iterative Survivable Routing (ISR) algorithm with
SRLG ( i.e., ISR-SRLG) described in Section 2.4 to solve the survivable routing prob-
lem under the sliding scheduled traffic model by processing demands sequentially and
iteratively. We call the extended algorithm as ISR+-SRLG. It processes demands
whose starting times and ending times have been determined in the demand time
conflict reduction algorithm.
4.4.2 Numerical and Simulation Results
Heuristic Algorithm Performance: Different SRLG Sizes
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Figs 4.5 through 4.10 show the total number of wavelength-links required to ac-
commodate different traffic demand sets in the ISR+-SRLG algorithm with different
SRLG set sizes when the demand time correlation are weak, medium, and strong,
respectively. Similar to the results reported in Section 2.4.3, we observe that as the
size of SRLGs increases, more wavelength-links are needed to accommodate the same
traffic demand set regardless of the percentage of demand holding time over the time
window length and the SRLG generation methods (i.e., localized or non-localized).
We also observe that when the size of SRLGs and/or the size of demand set
become large enough (e.g., γ = 3 and |D| ≥ 30), the traffic demand set cannot be
accommodated based on the limited network resources (100 wavelengths per link),
i.e., the algorithm is unable to find a working path and a protection path for all the
demands in D that satisfy the shared path protection constraints and provide 100%
restorability for all demands to protect against a single SRLG failure. This is true
whether the SRLG sets are localized or not, or whether the demand time correlation
is strong or weak.
Heuristic Algorithm Performance: Different Types of SRLGs
Figs 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 show the total number of wavelength-links required in
the network with localized SRLGs or non-localized SRLGs when the demand time
correlation are weak, medium, and strong, respectively. In general, the performance
resulting from the two SRLG generation methods (i.e., localized or non-localized)
appears to be very close in the figures for the cases we studied.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed optimization models and efficient heuristic al-
gorithms to solve the survivability provisioning problem in WDM optical networks
under the sliding scheduled traffic model. We have developed two joint RWA ILP for-
mulations, ILP9 and ILP10, for dedicated and shared protection schemes, DP-SS
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Fig. 4.5: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under weak time correlation (part 1).
and SP-SS, in survivable WDM optical mesh networks under the sliding scheduled
traffic model. The simulation results showed that ILP9 and ILP10 can achieve bet-
ter performance than their counterparts in the scheduled traffic model (i.e., ILP3 and
ILP4) when the percentage of demand holding time over the time window length is
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Fig. 4.6: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under weak time correlation (part 2).
less than 100%. The reason is, in the sliding scheduled traffic model, network resource
reuse can be further exploited in time by appropriately placing demands in their as-
sociated time windows. We also observed that when the size of example networks is
small, the set of traffic demands is small, and the number of wavelengths on each link
is not large, both ILP9 and ILP10 were able to achieve the optimal solutions within
a reasonable amount of time. With larger networks and larger demand sets, however,
they could not achieve the optimal solutions, and were not even able to find feasible
solutions within the time limit we set in the simulations (4 hours of execution).
We have proposed an efficient two-step approach, called ISR+, to solve the sur-
vivable service provisioning problem under the sliding scheduled traffic model. In the
first step of ISR+, we used the demand time conflict reduction algorithm described
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Fig. 4.7: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under medium time correlation (part 1).
in Chapter 3.3 to minimize the time overlapping among a set of demands by properly
placing a demand within its associated time window. In the second step, we used the
Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm described in Chapter 2.3 to find routes and
assign wavelengths to the demands whose starting times and ending times have been
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Fig. 4.8: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under medium time correlation (part 2).
determined by the demand time conflict reduction algorithm. The simulation results
showed that fewer wavelength-links were needed as the percentage of the demand
holding time over the time window length decreased. This confirms that network
resource reuse can be further exploited in time under the sliding scheduled traffic
model compared with the scheduled traffic model.
We have also extended the heuristic algorithm design from the single link failure
model to the single SRLG failure model. The extended heuristic algorithm ISR+-
SRLG was able to solve the survivable routing problem in WDM optical networks
in which 100% restorability is guaranteed against any single SRLG failure under
the sliding scheduled traffic model. We considered both localized SRLGs and non-
localized SRLGs, as well as SRLG sets with different sizes. The simulation results
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Fig. 4.9: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under strong time correlation (part 1).
showed that as the size of SRLG set increased, more wavelength-links were needed
to accommodate a same traffic demand set regardless of the percentage of demand
holding time over the time window length and the SRLG generation methods (i.e.,
localized or non-localized). When the size of SRLG sets and the size of demand set
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Fig. 4.10: Comparison of SRLG size: Total number of wavelength-links versus number of
demands under strong time correlation (part 2).
became large enough, the traffic demand set could not be accommodated based on the
limited network resources. The results also showed that, in general, the performance
in terms of total number of wavelength-links required by the two SRLG generation
methods (i.e., localized or non-localized) appeared to be very close. We observed
similar results in the scheduled traffic model.
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Fig. 4.11: Comparison of localized SRLGs versus non-localized SRLGs: Total number of
wavelength-links versus number of demands under weak time window correlation
in 2-SRLG NSFNET network.
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Fig. 4.12: Comparison of localized SRLGs versus non-localized SRLGs: Total number of
wavelength-links versus number of demands under medium time window correla-
tion in 2-SRLG NSFNET network.
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Fig. 4.13: Comparison of localized SRLGs versus non-localized SRLGs: Total number of
wavelength-links versus number of demands under strong time window correlation
in 2-SRLG NSFNET network.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We conclude this dissertation by summarizing our contributions and identifying sev-
eral new directions for future research in the area of survivability provisioning in
WDM optical networks.
5.1 Major Contributions
Survivability provisioning has been an important area of research in WDM optical
networks. In this dissertation, we focus on survivability provisioning in WDM optical
networks under a scheduled traffic model and a sliding scheduled traffic model that
we propose. These two models are able to capture the traffic characteristics of appli-
cations that require capacity on a time-limited basis, and also give service providers
more flexibility in provisioning the requested demands and a better opportunity to
optimize the network resources.
In this work, we have developed various optimization models and efficient heuristic
algorithms to solve the survivability provisioning problem in WDM optical networks
under the scheduled traffic model. We have developed two joint RWA ILP formula-
tions, ILP1 and ILP2, for dedicated and shared path based protection schemes in
survivable WDM optical mesh networks under the conventional static traffic model
and two joint RWA ILP formulations, ILP3 and ILP4, under the scheduled traffic
model. To solve large problems, we divide the joint RWA problem into a routing
subproblem and a wavelength assignment subproblem. We have developed ILP5 for
the routing subproblem and ILP6, ILP7 and ILP8 for the wavelength assignment
subproblem for protection schemes SP, DP-S and SP-S, respectively.
We have also proposed a capacity provision matrix based Iterative Survivable
Routing (ISR) algorithm to solve the survivable service provisioning problem under
the scheduled traffic model. We first order the scheduled demands based on different
demand ordering policies and then process demands sequentially. The algorithm runs
iteratively to approximate the optimal solution. The simulation results showed that
the ISR algorithm is extremely time efficient while achieving excellent performance
in terms of total network resources used.
We have also extended the heuristic algorithm design from the single link failure
model to the single SRLG failure model. The extended heuristic algorithm ISR-SRLG
is able to solve the survivable routing problem in WDM optical networks in which
100% restorability is guaranteed against any single SRLG failure under the scheduled
traffic model. We consider both localized SRLGs and non-localized SRLGs, as well
as SRLG sets with different sizes. The simulation results showed that as the size
of SRLG set increases, more wavelength-links are needed to accommodate the same
traffic demand set. When the size of SRLGs and/or the size of demand set become
large enough, the traffic demand set could not be accommodated based on the limited
network resources. This is true whether the SRLG sets are localized or not, or whether
the demand time correlation is strong or weak. The simulation results also showed
that, in general, the performance resulting from the two SRLG generation methods
(i.e., localized or non-localized) appears to be very close in the cases we studied.
We have proposed a sliding scheduled traffic model, which is more general than its
special case, the scheduled traffic model, and provides us an opportunity to further
optimize the network resources. We have derived some useful properties of this traffic
model. Based on these properties, we have proposed a demand time conflict reduction
algorithm. Given a set of sliding scheduled traffic demands D, we apply the algorithm
to the set D to find a proper placement of demand intervals in their associated time
windows such that the number of demand pairs that overlap (or conflict) in time is
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minimized. The algorithm constructs an interval graph based on the demand time
windows and removes as many weak edges as possible from the graph. Simulation
results showed that our proposed demand time conflict reduction algorithm can solve
well over 50% of time conflicts. In the demand time conflict reduction algorithm, we
considered different weak edge removing policies. Among these policies, we observed
that the earliest setup demand first policy results in the best performance in almost
all scenarios that we investigated.
The survivability provisioning problem in WDM optical networks under the sliding
scheduled traffic model has never been studied in the research community. In this
dissertation, we have developed optimization models and efficient heuristic algorithms
to solve the problem. We have developed two joint RWA ILP formulations, ILP9
and ILP10, for dedicated and shared protection schemes DP-SS and SP-SS. The
simulation results showed that ILP9 and ILP10 can achieve better performance
than their counterparts in the scheduled traffic model (i.e., ILP3 and ILP4) when
the percentage of demand holding time over the time window length is less than 100%.
We have also proposed an efficient two-step approach ISR+. In its first step, we use
the demand time conflict reduction algorithm to minimize the time overlapping among
a set of demands by properly placing a demand within its associated time window. In
the second step, we use the ISR algorithm to find routes and assign wavelengths to the
demands whose starting times and ending times have been determined by the demand
time conflict reduction algorithm. Finally, we have extended the heuristic algorithm
design from the single link failure model (ISR+) to the single SRLG failure model
(ISR+-SRLG). Similar to ISR-SRLG, we consider both localized SRLGs and non-
localized SRLGs, as well as SRLG sets with different sizes in the simulation of ISR+-
SRLG. We observed that as the size of SRLG set increased, more wavelength-links
were needed to accommodate a same traffic demand set regardless of the percentage of
demand holding time over the time window length and the SRLG generation methods
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(i.e., localized or non-localized). We also observed that, in general, the performance
in terms of total number of wavelength-links required by the two SRLG generation
methods (i.e., localized or non-localized) appeared to be very close. We observed
similar results in the scheduled traffic model.
5.2 Future Work
In this dissertation, we addressed issues of survivability provisioning in WDM optical
networks under a scheduled traffic model and a sliding scheduled traffic model. We
believe that some of the techniques and methodologies developed and used to deal
with these issues, in particular, the optimization models, the capacity provision matrix
based Iterative Survivable Routing algorithm and the demand time conflict reduction
algorithm may well be extended to resolve related issues in WDM optical networks
such as survivable traffic grooming and survivable multicast routing. We foresee
several research tasks in the area.
5.2.1 Survivable Traffic Grooming under Scheduled Traffic Models
Applications differ considerably in their bandwidth requirements. Many applications
require much less bandwidth than a full wavelength can offer. Occupying a full
wavelength for a few megabytes of data results in very poor utilization of network
resources. On the other hand, wavelength channels operate at the peak electronic
speed, making it extremely expensive to electronically process traffic on all wave-
lengths and fibers going through a switch. Therefore, WDM systems employ optical
add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) which allow a wavelength to either be dropped at a
node or optically bypass the node’s electronics. Traffic grooming is constructed as a
multiplexing mechanism by which low-rate traffic streams can be appropriately aggre-
gated and assigned to wavelength channels with the objective of efficiently utilizing
network resources and minimizing the cost of electronic processing in the network.
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We have addressed the traffic grooming problem in WDM optical mesh networks
under the sliding scheduled traffic model [56]. To the best of our knowledge, traf-
fic grooming under the sliding scheduled traffic model has not been studied in the
literature.
Recently survivable traffic grooming has attracted much attention from researchers
which provides reliable service at sub-wavelength level. Like the survivability provi-
sioning problem at the full-wavelength level, however, all existing work concentrated
on conventional traffic models, especially on the static traffic model and the dynamic
random traffic model. We believe that the survivable traffic grooming problem under
the scheduled traffic models can potentially be an excellent area for further explo-
ration. In this problem, network resource reuse can be exploited in space by grooming
multiple low-rate traffics on the same wavelength while network resource sharing is
maximally exploited in time by taking advantage of the properties of the scheduled
traffic model and the sliding scheduled traffic model as we have investigated in this
dissertation.
5.2.2 Survivable Multicast Routing under Scheduled Traffic Models
In this dissertation, we considered unicast traffic in the survivability provisioning
problem. While multicast routing in WDM networks has received considerable at-
tention, multicast routing under the scheduled traffic models has never been studied
in the literature. Multicast is the delivery of information to a group of destinations
simultaneously using the most efficient strategy to deliver the messages over each
link of the network only once, creating copies only when the links to the destinations
split. Under the scheduled traffic models, the multicast routing can utilize the net-
work resources such as wavelength-links and nodes with splitting capabilities more
efficiently.
Survivable multicast routing under scheduled traffic models is yet another promis-
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ing area that deserves attention. The work reported in [69] and [70] considers estab-
lishing a multicast session in a mesh network while protecting the session against any
single link failure. Protection of multicast sessions under the scheduled traffic models
is an interesting and challenging research topic. The objective can be to minimize the
total network resources (e.g., number of wavelength-links and number of nodes with
splitting capabilities) used by the multicast spanning trees of a given set of demands
while 100% restorability is guaranteed against any single failure. In this problem,
network resource sharing can be exploited in both space and time among multicast
spanning trees rather than single paths considered in unicast traffic, which makes the
problem much more complicated.
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